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Abstract
We show that for the problem of testing if a matrix A ∈ Fn×n has rank at most d, or requires
changing an -fraction of entries to have rank at most d, there is a non-adaptive query algorithm making
O˜(d2/) queries. Our algorithm works for any field F. This improves upon the previous O(d2/2)
bound (Krauthgamer and Sasson, SODA ’03), and bypasses an Ω(d2/2) lower bound of (Li, Wang, and
Woodruff, KDD ’14) which holds if the algorithm is required to read a submatrix. Our algorithm is the
first such algorithm which does not read a submatrix, and instead reads a carefully selected non-adaptive
pattern of entries in rows and columns of A. We complement our algorithm with a matching Ω˜(d2/)
query complexity lower bound for non-adaptive testers over any field. We also give tight bounds of Θ˜(d2)
queries in the sensing model for which query access comes in the form of 〈Xi,A〉 := tr(X>i A); perhaps
surprisingly these bounds do not depend on .
Testing rank is only one of many tasks in determining if a matrix has low intrinsic dimensionality. We
next develop a novel property testing framework for testing numerical properties of a real-valued matrix
A more generally, which includes the stable rank, Schatten-p norms, and SVD entropy. Specifically, we
propose a bounded entry model, where A is required to have entries bounded by 1 in absolute value.
Such a model provides a meaningful framework for testing numerical quantities and avoids trivialities
caused by single entries being arbitrarily large. It is also well-motivated by recommendation systems.
We give upper and lower bounds for a wide range of problems in this model, and discuss connections
to the sensing model above. We obtain several results for estimating the operator norm that may be
of independent interest. For example, we show that if the stable rank is constant, ‖A‖F = Ω(n), and
the singular value gap σ1(A)/σ2(A) = (1/)γ for any constant γ > 0, then the operator norm can be
estimated up to a (1± )-factor non-adaptively by querying O(1/2) entries. This should be contrasted to
adaptive methods such as the power method, or previous non-adaptive sampling schemes based on matrix
Bernstein inequalities which read a 1/2× 1/2 submatrix and thus make Ω(1/4) queries. Similar to our
non-adaptive algorithm for testing rank, our scheme instead reads a carefully selected pattern of entries.
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1 Introduction
Data intrinsic dimensionality is a central object of study in compressed sensing, sketching, numerical linear
algebra, machine learning, and many other domains [34, 25, 48, 47, 14, 52, 51]. In compressed sensing and
sketching, the study of intrinsic dimensionality has led to significant advances in compressing the data to a
size that is far smaller than the ambient dimension while still preserving useful properties of the signal [38, 3].
In numerical linear algebra and machine learning, understanding intrinsic dimensionality serves as a necessary
condition for the success of various subspace recovery problems [20], e.g., matrix completion [49, 18, 21, 42]
and robust PCA [6, 50, 10]. The focus of this work is on the intrinsic dimensionality of matrices, such as the
rank, stable rank, Schatten-p norms, and SVD entropy. The stable rank is defined to be the squared ratio of
the Frobenius norm and the largest singular value, and the Schatten-p norm is the `p norm of the singular
values (see Appendix 6 for our definition of SVD entropy). We study these quantities in the framework of
non-adaptive property testing [39, 12, 15]: given non-adaptive query access to the unknown matrix A ∈ Fn×n
over a field F, our goal is to determine whether A is of dimension d (where dimension depends on the
1
specific problem), or is -far from having this property. The latter means that at least an -fraction of entries
of A should be modified in order to have dimension d. Query access typically comes in the form of reading
a single entry of the matrix, though we will also discuss sensing models where a query returns the value
〈Xi,A〉 := tr(X>i A) for a given Xi. Without making assumptions on A, we would like to choose our
sample pattern or set {Xi} of query matrices so that the query complexity is as small as possible.
Despite a large amount of work on testing matrix rank, many fundamental questions remain open. In
the rank testing problem in the sampling model, one such question is to design an efficient algorithm that
can distinguish rank-d vs. -far from rank-d with optimal sample complexity. The best-known sampling
upper bound for non-adaptive rank testing for general d is O(d2/2), which is achieved simply by sampling
an O(d/)×O(d/) submatrix uniformly at random [25]. For arbitrary fields F, only an Ω((1/) log(1/))
lower bound for constant d is known [30].
Besides the rank problem above, testing many numerical properties of real matrices has yet to be explored.
For example, it is unknown what the query complexity is for the stable rank, which is a natural relaxation
of rank in applications. Other examples for which previously we had no bounds are the Schatten-p norms
and SVD entropy. We discuss these problems in a new property testing framework that we call the bounded
entry model. This model has many realistic applications in the Netflix challenge [24], where each entry of
the matrix corresponds to the rating from a customer to a movie, ranging from 1 to 5. Understanding the
query complexity of testing numerical properties in the bounded entry model is an important problem in
recommendation systems and applications of matrix completion, where often entries are bounded.
1.1 Problem Setup, Related Work, and Our Results
Our work has two parts: (1) we resolve the query complexity of non-adaptive matrix rank testing, a well-
studied problem in this model, and (2) we develop a new framework for testing numerical properties of real
matrices, including the stable rank, the Schatten-p norms and the SVD entropy. Our results are summarized
in Table 1. We use O˜ and Ω˜ notation to hide polylogarithmic factors in the arguments inside. For the rank
testing results, the hidden polylogarithmic factors depend only on d and 1/ and do not depend on n; for the
other problems, they may depend on n.
Rank Testing. We first study the rank testing problem when we can only non-adaptively query entries. The
goal is to design a sampling scheme on the entries of the unknown matrix A and an algorithm so that we
can distinguish whether A is of rank d, or at least an -fraction of entries of A should be modified in order
to reduce the rank to d. This problem was first proposed by Krauthgamer and Sasson in [25] with a sample
complexity upper bound of O(d2/2). In this work, we improve this to O˜(d2/) for every d and , and
complement this with a matching lower bound, showing that any algorithm with constant success probability
requires at least Ω˜(d2/) samples:
Theorems 3.5, 3.11, and 3.14 (Informal). For any matrix A ∈ Fn×n over any field, there is a randomized
non-adaptive sampling algorithm which reads O˜(d2/) entries and runs in poly(d/) time, and with high
probability correctly solves the rank testing problem. Further, any non-adaptive algorithm with constant
success probability requires Ω˜(d2/) samples over R or any finite field.
Our non-adaptive sample complexity bound of O˜(d2/) matches what is known with adaptive queries [30],
and thus we show the best known upper bound might as well be non-adaptive.
New Framework for Testing Matrix Properties. Testing rank is only one of many tasks in determining if
a matrix has low intrinsic dimensionality. In several applications, we require a less fragile measure of the
collinearity of rows and columns, which is known as the stable rank [43]. We introduce what we call the
bounded entry model as a new framework for studying such problems through the lens of property testing. In
this model, we require all entries of a matrix to be bounded by 1 in absolute value. Boundedness has many
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Table 1: Query complexity results in this paper for non-adaptive testing of the rank, stable rank, Schatten-p
norms, and SVD entropy. The testing of the stable rank, Schatten p-norm and SVD entropy are considered in
the bounded entry model.
Testing Problems Rank Stable Rank Schatten-p Norm Entropy
Sampling
O˜(d2/) (all fields) O˜(d3/4)
Ω(n)†Ω˜(d
2/) (finite fields and R) Ω˜(d2/2)† O˜(1/4p/(p−2)) (p > 2)
Sensing
O(d2) (all fields) O˜(d2.5/2) Ω(n) (p ∈ [1, 2))
Ω˜(d2) (finite fields) Ω˜(d2/2)†
† The lower bound involves a reparameterization of the testing problem. Please see the respective theorem for details.
natural applications in recommendation systems, e.g., the user-item matrix of preferences for products by
customers has bounded entries in the Netflix challenge [24]. Indeed, there are many user rating matrices, etc.,
which naturally have a small number of discrete values, and therefore fit into a bounded entry model. The
boundedness of entries also avoids trivialities in which one can modify a matrix to have a property by setting
a single entry to be arbitrarily large, which, e.g., could make the stable rank arbitrarily close to 1.
Our model is a generalization of previous work in which stable rank testing was done in a model for
which all rows had to have bounded norm [30], and the algorithm is only allowed to change entire rows at a
time. As our non-adaptive rank testing algorithm will illustrate, one can sometimes do better by only reading
certain carefully selected entries in rows and columns. Indeed, this is precisely the source of our improvement
over prior work. Thus, the restriction of having to read an entire row is often unnatural, and further motivates
our bounded entry model. We first informally state our main theorems on stable rank testing in this model.
Theorem 4.3 (Informal). There is a randomized algorithm for the stable rank testing problem to decide
whether a matrix is of stable rank at most d or is -far from stable rank at most d, with failure probability at
most 1/3, and which reads O˜(d3/4) entries.
Theorem 4.3 relies on a new (1± τ)-approximate non-adaptive estimator of the largest singular value of
a matrix, which may be of independent interest.
Theorem B.2 (Informal). Suppose that A ∈ Rn×n has stable rank O(d) and ‖A‖2F = Ω(τn2). Then in the
bounded entry model, there is a randomized non-adaptive sampling algorithm which reads O˜(d2/τ4) entries
and with probability at least 0.9, outputs a (1± τ)-approximation to the largest singular value of A.
We remark that when the stable rank is constant and the singular value gap σ1(A)/σ2(A) = (1/τ)γ for
an arbitrary constant γ > 0, the operator norm can be estimated up to a (1± τ)-factor by querying O(1/τ2)
entries non-adaptively. We defer these and related results to Appendix B.1.2.
Other measures of intrinsic dimensionality include matrix norms, such as the Schatten-p norm ‖ · ‖Sp ,
which measures the central tendency of the singular values. Familiar special cases are p = 1, 2 and∞, which
have applications in differential privacy [19] and non-convex optimization [6, 16] for p = 1, and in numerical
linear algebra [37] for p ∈ {2,∞}. Matrix norms have been studied extensively in the streaming literature
[28, 31, 32, 33], though their study in property testing models is lacking.
We study non-adaptive algorithms for these problems in the bounded entry model. We consider distin-
guishing whether ‖A‖pSp is at least cnp for p > 2 (at least cn1+1/p for p < 2), or at least an -fraction of
entries of A should be modified in order to have this property, where c is a constant (depending only on p).
We choose the threshold np for p > 2 and n1+1/p for p < 2 because they are the largest possible value of
‖A‖pSp for A under the bounded entry model. When p > 2, ‖A‖Sp is maximized when A is of rank 1, and
so this gives us an alternative “measure” of how close we are to a rank-1 matrix. Testing whether ‖A‖Sp is
large in sublinear time allows us to quickly determine whether A can be well approximated by a low-rank
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matrix, which could save us from running more expensive low-rank approximation algorithms. In contrast,
when p < 2, ‖A‖Sp is maximized when A has a flat spectrum, and so is a measure of how well-conditioned
A is. A fast tester could save us from running expensive pre-conditioning algorithms. We state our main
theorems informally below.
Theorem 5.2 (Informal). For constant p > 2, there is a randomized algorithm for the Schatten-p norm
testing problem with failure probability at most 1/3 which reads O˜(1/4p/(p−2)) entries.
Results for Sensing Algorithms. We also consider a more powerful query oracle known as the sensing
model, where query access comes in the form of 〈Xi,A〉 := tr(X>i A) for some sensing matrices Xi of
our choice. These matrices are chosen non-adaptively. We show differences in the complexity of the above
problems in this and the above sampling model. For the testing and the estimation problems above, we have
the following results in the sensing model:
Theorem 3.17 (Informal). Over an arbitrary finite field, any non-adaptive algorithm with constant success
probability for the rank testing problem in the sensing model requires Ω˜(d2) queries.
Theorems 4.3 and 4.7 (Informal). There is a randomized algorithm for the stable rank testing problem with
failure probability at most 1/3 in the sensing model with O˜(d2.5/2) queries. Further, any algorithm with
constant success probability requires Ω˜(d2/2) queries.
Theorem 5.4 (Informal). For p ∈ [1, 2), any algorithm for the Schatten-p norm testing problem with failure
probability at most 1/3 requires Ω(n) queries.
Theorem B.4 (Informal). Suppose that A ∈ Rn×n has stable rank O(d) and ‖A‖2F = Ω(τn2). In the
bounded entry model, there is a randomized sensing algorithm with sensing complexity O˜(d2/τ2) which
outputs a (1 ± τ)-approximation to the largest singular value with probability at least 0.9. This sensing
complexity is optimal up to polylogarithmic factors.
We also provide an Ω(n) query lower bound for the SVD entropy testing in the sensing model. We defer
the definition of the problem and related results to Section 6.
1.2 Our Techniques
We now discuss the techniques in more detail, starting with the rank testing problem.
Prior to the work of [30], the only known algorithm for d = 1 was to sample an O(1/) × O(1/)
submatrix. In contrast, for rank 1 an algorithm in [30] samples O(log(1/)) blocks of varying shapes
“within a random O(1/)×O(1/) submatrix” and argues that these shapes are sufficient to expose a rank-2
submatrix. For d = 1 the goal is to augment a 1×1 matrix to a full-rank 2×2 matrix. One can show that with
good probability, one of the shapes “catches” an entry that enlarges the 1×1 matrix to a full-rank 2×2 matrix.
For instance, in Figure 1, (r, c) is our 1× 1 matrix and the leftmost vertical block catches an “augmentation
element” (r′, c′) which makes
[
(r,c′) (r,c)
(r′,c′) (r′,c)
]
a full-rank 2× 2 matrix. Hereby, the “augmentation element”
means the entry by adding which we augment a r × r matrix to a (r + 1) × (r + 1) matrix. In [30], an
argument was claimed for d = 1, though we note an omission in their analysis. Namely, the “augmentation
entry” (r′, c′) can be the 1× 1 matrix we begin with (meaning that Ar′,c′ 6= 0, which might not be true), and
since one can show that both (r, c) and (r′, c′) fall inside the same sampling block with good probability,
the 2 × 2 matrix would be fully observed and the algorithm would thus be able to determine that it has
rank 2. However, it is possible that Ar′,c′ = 0 and (r′, c′) would not be a starting point (i.e., a 1× 1 rank-1
matrix), and in this case, (r′, c) may not be observed, as illustrated in Figure 1. In this case the algorithm
will not be able to determine whether the augmented 2× 2 matrix is of full rank. For d > 1, nothing was
known. One issue is that the probability of fully observing a d × d submatrix within these shapes is very
small. To overcome this, we propose what we call rebasing and transformation to a canonical structure.
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(r, c)
(r, c′)
(r′, c′) ?
(r′, c)
(r′′, c′′)
(r′′, c′)
?
(r, c′′)
Figure 1: Our sampling scheme (the region enclosed by the dotted lines modulo permutation of rows and columns) and
our path of augmenting a 1 × 1 submatrix. The whole region is the O(d/) × O(d/) submatrix sampled from the
n× n matrix.
These arguments allow us to tolerate unobserved entries and conveniently obtain an algorithm for every d,
completing the analysis of [30] for d = 1 in the process.
Rebasing Argument + Canonical Structure. The best previous result for the rank testing problem uniformly
samples an O(d/)×O(d/) submatrix and argues that one can find a (d+ 1)× (d+ 1) full-rank submatrix
within it when A is -far from rank-d [25]. In contrast, our algorithm follows from subsampling an O()-
fraction of entries in this O(d/) × O(d/) submatrix. Let R1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Rm and C1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ Cm be the
indices of subsampled rows and columns, respectively, with m = O(log(1/)). We choose these indices
uniformly at random such that |Ri| = O˜(d2i) and |Ci| = O˜(d/(2i)), and sample the entries in all m blocks
determined by the {Ri, Ci} (see Figure 1, where our sampled regions are enclosed by the dotted lines). Since
there are O˜(log(1/)) blocks and in each block we sample O˜(d2/) entries, the sample complexity of our
algorithm is as small as O˜(d2/).
The correctness of our algorithm for d = 1 follows from what we call a rebasing argument. Starting
from an empty matrix, our goal is to maintain and augment the matrix to a 2× 2 full-rank matrix when A
is -far from rank-d. By a level-set argument, we show an oracle lemma which states that we can augment
any r × r full-rank matrix to an (r + 1)× (r + 1) full-rank matrix by an augmentation entry in the sampled
region, as long as r ≤ d and A is -far from rank-d. Therefore, as a first step we successfully find a 1× 1
full-rank matrix, say with index (r, c), in the sampled region. We then argue that we can either (a) find a
2× 2 fully-observed full-rank submatrix or a 2× 2 submatrix which is not fully observed but we know must
be of full rank, or (b) move our maintained 1× 1 full-rank submatrix upwards or leftwards to a new 1× 1
full-rank submatrix and repeat checking whether case (a) happens or not; if not, we implement case (b) again
and repeat the procedure. To see case (a), by the oracle lemma, if the augmented entry is (r′′, c′) (see Figure
1), then we fully observe the submatrix determined by (r′′, c′) and (r, c) and so the algorithm is correct in
this case. On the other hand, if the augmented entry is (r′, c′), then we fail to see the entry at (r′, c). In this
case, when Ar,c′ = 0, then we must have Ar′,c′ 6= 0; otherwise, (r′, c′) is not an augment of (r, c), which
leads to a contradiction with the oracle lemma. Thus we find a 2× 2 matrix with structure[
Ar,c′ Ar,c
Ar′,c′ Ar′,c
]
=
[
0 6= 0
6= 0 ?
]
, (1)
which must be of rank 2 despite an unobserved entry, and the algorithm therefore is correct in this case. The
remaining case of the analysis above is when Ar,c′ 6= 0. Instead of trying to augment Ar,c, we augment Ar,c′
in the next step. Note that the index (r, c′) is to the left of (r, c). This leads to case (b). In the worst case, we
move the 1× 1 non-zero matrix to the uppermost left corner,1 e.g., (r′′, c′). Fortunately, since (r′′, c′) is in
1The upper-left corner refers to the intersection of all sampled blocks, namely,R1 × Cm; it does not mean the top-left entry.
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the uppermost left corner, we can, as guaranteed by the oracle lemma, augment it to a 2× 2 fully-observed
full-rank matrix. Again the algorithm outputs correctly in this case.
The analysis becomes more challenging for general d, since the number of unobserved/unimportant
entries (i.e., those entries marked as “?”) may propagate as we augment an r × r submatrix (r = 1, 2, ..., d)
in each round. To resolve the issue, we maintain a structure (modulo elementary transformations) similar to
structure (1) for the r × r submatrix, that is,
0 0 · · · 0 · · · 0 6= 0
0 0 · · · 0 · · · 6= 0 ?
...
...
...
...
...
0 6= 0 · · · ? · · · ? ?
6= 0 ? · · · ? · · · ? ?
 . (2)
Since the proposed structure has non-zero determinant, the submatrix is always of full rank. Similar to the
case for d = 1, we show that we can either (a) augment the r× r submatrix to an (r+ 1)× (r+ 1) submatrix
with the same structure (2) (modulo elementary transformations); or (b) find another r × r submatrix of
structure (2) that is closer to the upper-left corner than the original r × r matrix. Hence the algorithm is
correct for general d. More details are provided in the proof of Theorem 3.5.
Pivot-Node Assignment. Our rank testing lower bound under the sampling model over a finite field F
follows from distinguishing two hard instances UV> vs. W, where U,V ∈ Ft×d and W ∈ Ft×t have
i.i.d. entries that are uniform over F. For an observed subset S of entries with |S| = O(d2), we bound the
total variation distance between the distributions of the observed entries in the two cases by a small constant.
In particular, we show that the probability Pr[(UV>)|S = x] is large for any observation x ∈ F|S|, by a
pivot-node assignment argument, as follows. We reformulate our problem as a bipartite graph assignment
problem G = (L ∪R,E), where L corresponds to the rows of U, R the rows of V and each edge of E one
entry in S . We want to assign each node a vector/affine subspace, meaning that the corresponding row in U or
V will be that vector or in that affine subspace, such that they agree with our observation, i.e., (UV>)|S = x.
Since U,V are random matrices, we assign random vectors to nodes adaptively, one at a time, and try to
maintain consistency with the fact that (UV>)|S = x. Note that the order of the assignment is important, as
a bad choice for an earlier node may invalidate any assignment to a later node. To overcome this issue, we
choose nodes of large degrees as pivot nodes and assign each non-pivot node adaptively in a careful manner
so as to guarantee that the incident pivot nodes will always have valid assignments (which in fact form an
affine subspace). In the end we assign the pivot node vectors from their respective affine subspaces. We
employ a counting argument for each step in this assignment procedure to lower bound the number of valid
assignments, and thus lower bound the probability Pr[(UV>)|S = x].
The above analysis gives us an Ω(d2) lower bound for constant  since W is constant-far from being of
rank d. The desired Ω(d2/) lower bound follows from planting UV> vs. W with t =
√
n into an n× n
matrix at uniformly random positions, and padding zeros everywhere else.
New Analytical Framework for Stable Rank, Schatten-p Norm, and Entropy Testing. We propose a
new analytical framework by reducing the testing problem to a sequence of estimation problems without
involving poly(n) in the sample complexity. There is a two-stage estimation in our framework: (1) a constant-
approximation to some statistic X of interest (e.g., stable rank) which enables us to distinguish X ≤ d vs.
X ≥ 10d for the threshold parameter d of interest. If X ≥ 10d, we can safely output “A is far from X ≤ d”;
otherwise, the statistic is at most 10d, and (2) we show thatX has a (1±)-factor difference between “X ≤ d”
and “far from X ≤ d”, and so we implement a more accurate (1± )-approximation to distinguish the two
cases. The sample complexity does not depend on n polynomially because (1) the first estimator is “rough”
and gives only a constant-factor approximation and (2) the second estimator operates under the condition
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that X ≤ 10d and thus A has a low intrinsic dimension. We apply the proposed framework to the testing
problems of the stable rank and the Schatten-p norm by plugging in our estimators in Theorem B.2 and
Theorem B.4. This analytical framework may be of independent interest to other property testing problems
more broadly.
In a number of these problems, a key difficulty is arguing about spectral properties of a matrix A when it
is -far from having a property, such as having stable rank at most d. Because of the fact that the entries must
always be bounded by 1 in absolute value, it becomes non-trivial to argue, for example, that if A is -far from
having stable rank at most d, that its stable rank is even slightly larger than d. A natural approach is to argue
that you could change an -fraction of rows of A to agree with a multiple of the top left or right singular
vector of A, and since we are still guaranteed to have stable rank at least d after changing such entries, it
means that the operator norm of A must have been small to begin with (which says something about the
original stable rank of A, since its Frobenius norm can also be estimated). The trouble is, if the top singular
vector has some entries that are very large, and others that are small, one cannot scale the singular vector by a
large amount since then we would violate the boundedness criterion of our model. We get around this by
arguing there either needs to exist a left or a right singular vector of large `1-norm (in some cases such vectors
may only be right singular vectors, and in other cases only left singular vectors). The `1-norm is a natural
norm to study in this context, since it is dual to the `∞-norm, which we use to capture the boundedness
property of the matrix.
Our lower bounds for the above problems follow from the corresponding sketching lower bounds for the
estimation problem in [32, 29], together with rigidity-type results [44] for the hard instances regarding the
respective statistic of interest.
2 Preliminaries
We shall use bold capital letters A, B, ... to indicate matrices, bold lower-case letters u, v, ... to indicate
vectors, and lower-case letters a, b, ... to indicate scalars. We adopt the convention of abbreviating the set
{1, 2, ..., n} as [n]. We write f & g (resp. f . g) if there exists a constant C > 0 such that f ≥ Cg (resp.
f ≤ Cg).
For matrix functions, denote by rank(A) and srank(A) the rank and the stable rank of A 6= 0, respectively.
It always holds that 1 ≤ srank(A) ≤ rank(A). For matrix norms, let ‖A‖Sp denote the Schatten-p norm of
A, defined as ‖A‖Sp = (
∑n
i=1 σ
p
i (A))
1/p. The Frobenius norm ‖A‖F is a special case of the Schatten-p
norm when p = 2, the operator norm or the spectral norm (the largest singular value) of ‖A‖ equals to the
limit as p→ +∞. When 0 < p < 1, ‖A‖Sp is not a norm but is still a well-defined quantity, and it tends to
rank(A) as p→ 0+. Let ‖A‖0 denote the number of non-zero entries in A, and ‖A‖∞ denote the entrywise
`∞ norm of A, i.e., ‖A‖∞ = maxi,j |Ai,j |. The rigidity of a matrix A over a field F, denoted byRFA(r), is
the least number of entries of A that must be changed in order to reduce the rank of A to a value at most r:
RFA(r) := min{‖C‖0 : rankF(A + C) ≤ r}.
Sometimes we may omit the subscript A inRFA(r) when the matrix of interest is clear from the context.
We define the entropy of an unnormalized distribution (p1, . . . , pn) (0 < p1 + · · ·+ pn ≤ 1 with pi ≥ 0
for all i) to be
H(p1, . . . , pn) = −
∑
i
pi log pi.
Let A ∈ Rn×n, we define its entropy as
H(A) = H
(
σ21(A)
n2
, . . . ,
σ2n(A)
n2
)
=
−∑i σ2i (A)n2 log σ2i (A)n2∑
i
σ2i (A)
n2
. (3)
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with the convention that 0 · ∞ = 0. For matrices A satisfying ‖A‖∞ ≤ 1, it holds that σi(A) ≤ n for all i
and the entropy above coincides with the usual Shannon entropy. Note that scaling only changes the entropy
additively; that is, H(βA) = H(A)− log β2.
Let G(m,n) denote the distribution of m× n i.i.d. standard Gaussian matrix over R and UF(m,n) (or
U(S)) represent m× n i.i.d. uniform matrix over a finite field F (or a finite set S). We use dTV (L1,L2) to
denote the total variation distance between two distributions L1 and L2.
We shall also frequently use c, c′, c0, C, C ′, C0, etc., to represent constants, which are understood to be
absolute constants unless the dependency is otherwise specified.
3 Non-Adaptive Rank Testing
In this section, we study the following problem of testing low-rank matrices.
Problem 3.1 (Rank Testing with Parameter (n, d, ) in the Sampling Model). Given a field F and a matrix
A ∈ Fn×n which has one of promised properties:
H0. A has rank at most d;
H1. A is -far from having rank at most d, meaning that A requires changing at least an -fraction of its
entries to have rank at most d.
The problem is to design a property testing algorithm that outputs H0 with probability 1 if A ∈ H0, and
output H1 with probability at least 0.99 if A ∈ H1, with the least number of queried entries.
3.1 Positive Results
Below we provide a non-adaptive algorithm for the rank testing problem under the sampling model with
O˜(d2 ) queries when  ≤ 1e . Let η ∈ (0, 12) be such that η log( 1η ) =  and let m = dlog( 1η )e.
Algorithm 1 Robust non-adaptive testing of matrix rank
1: ChooseR1, . . . ,Rm and C1, . . . , Cm from [n] uniformly at random such that
R1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Rm, C1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ Cm,
and
|Ri| = c[log d+ log log(1/η)]d log(1/η)2i, |Ci| = c[log d+ log log(1/η)]d log(1/η)/(2iη),
where c > 0 is an absolute constant. To impose containment forRi’s,Ri can be formed by appending to
Ri−1 uniformly random |Ri| − |Ri−1| rows. The containment for Ci’s can be imposed similarly.
2: Query the entries in Q = ⋃mi=1(Ri × Ci). Note that the entries in (Rm × C1) \ Q are unobserved. The
algorithm solves the following minimization problem by filling in those entries of A(Rm×C1)\Q given
input AQ.
r := min
A(Rm×C1)\Q
rank(ARm,C1). (4)
3: Output “A is -far from having rank d” if r > d; otherwise, output “A is of rank at most d”.
We note that the number of entries that Algorithm 1 queries is
O(k · [log d+ log log(1/η)]2d2 log2(1/η)/η) = O˜(d2/).
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We now prove the correctness of Algorithm 1. Before proceeding, we reproduce the definitions augment set
and augment pattern i and relevant lemmata from [30] as follows.
Definition 1 (Augment). For n × n fixed matrix A, we call (r, c) an augment for R × C ⊆ [n] × [n] if
r ∈ [n]\R, c ∈ [n]\C and rank(AR∪{r},C∪{c}) > rank(AR,C). We denote by aug(R, C) the set of all the
augments forR× C, namely,
aug(R, C) = {(r, c) ∈ ([n]\R)× ([n]\C) | rank(AR∪{r},C∪{c}) > rank(AR,C)}.
Definition 2 (Augment Pattern). For fixedR, C and A, define countr (where r ∈ [n]\R) to be the number
of c’s such that (r, c) ∈ aug(R, C). Let {count∗i }i∈[n−|R|] the non-increasing reordering of the sequence
{counti}i∈[n]\R, and count∗i = 0 for i > n − |R|. We say that (R, C) has augment pattern i on A if and
only if count∗
n/2i
≥ 2i−1ηn.
Lemma 3.1. Let AR,C be a t× t full-rank matrix. If A is -far from having rank d and rank(AR,C) = t ≤ d,
then
|aug(R, C)| =
∑
r∈[n]\R
countr =
n−|R|∑
i=1
count∗i ≥
n2
3
.
Proof. Let S be the set of entries (r, c) in Rc × Cc such that rank(AR∪{r},C∪{c}) > rank(AR,C), i.e.,
S = aug(R, C). We will show that |S| ≥ n2/3.
Let T be the complement of S inside the setRc × Cc. For any (r, c) ∈ S , we discuss the following two
cases.
Case (i). There is c′ ∈ Cc such that (r, c′) ∈ T or r′ ∈ Rc such that (r′, c) ∈ T
In the former case, the row vector Ar,C∪{c′} is a linear combination of the rows of AR,C∪{c′}. So
we can change the value of Ar,c so that Ar,C∪{c} is a linear combination of AR,C∪{c} with the same
representation coefficients as that of AR,C∪{c′}. Therefore, augmenting AR,C by the pair (r, c) would not
increase rank(AR,C). Similarly, if there is r′ ∈ Rc such that (r′, c) ∈ T , we can change the value of Ar,c so
that augmenting AR,C by the pair (r, c) would not increase rank(AR,C). We change at most |S| entries for
both cases combined.
Case (ii). (r, c′) ∈ S for all c′ ∈ Cc and (r′, c) ∈ S for all r′ ∈ Rc
In this case, we can change the entire r-th row and c-th column of A so that rank(AR,C) does not
increase by augmenting it with any pair in (Rc × {c}) ∪ ({r} × Cc). Recall that n ≥ 2d and t ≤ d.
It follows that n ≤ 2(n − t). Therefore, this specific pair (r, c) would lead to the change of at most
2n ≤ 2(n− t) + 2(n− t) ≤ 2(|Rc|+ |Cc|) entries. For all such (r, c)’s, we change at most 2|S| entries in
this case.
In summary, we can change at most 3|S| entries of A so that rank(AR,C) cannot increase by augmenting
AR,C with any pair (r, c) ∈ Rc ×Cc. Since A is -far from being rank d, we must have 3|S| ≥ n2. Namely,
|aug(R, C)| = |S| ≥ n2/3.
Lemma 3.2. Let AR,C be a t× t full-rank matrix. If A is -far from being rank d and rank(AR,C) = t ≤ d,
then there exists i such that (R, C) has augment pattern i.
Proof. Suppose that (R, C) does not have any augment pattern in [log(1/η)]. That is
count∗n/2i < 2
i−1ηn, i = 1, 2, ..., log(1/η).
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Therefore,
∑
i
count∗i =
n∑
i=n
2
+1
count∗i +
n
2∑
i=n
4
+1
count∗i + ...+
n
2log(1/η)−1∑
i= n
2log(1/η)
+1
count∗i +
ηn∑
i=1
count∗i
≤ n
2
count∗n
2
+1 +
n
4
count∗n
4
+1 + · · ·+
n
2log(1/η)
count∗ n
2log(1/η)
+1 + ηncount
∗
1
<
n
2
ηn+
n
4
2ηn+ ...+ ηn2log(1/η)−1ηn+ ηn2
=
ηn2
2
(log(1/η) + 2)
≤ n
2
3
,
which leads to a contradiction with Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.3. For fixed (R, C), suppose that (R, C) has augment pattern i on A. LetR′, C′ ⊆ [n] be uniformly
random such that |R′| = c2i, |C′| = c/(2iη). Then the probability that (R′, C′) contains at least one augment
of (R, C) on A is at least 1− 2e−c/2.
Proof. Since (R, C) has augment pattern i on matrix A, the probability that R′ (and C′) does not hit row
(and column) of any augment is (1− 2−i)c2i (and (1− 2i−1η)c/(2iη)). Therefore, the probability that (R′, C′)
hits at least one augment is given by(
1− (1− 2−i)c2i
)(
1− (1− 2i−1η)c/(2iη)
)
≥ 1− 2
ec/2
.
3.1.1 Warm-Up: The Case of d = 1
Without loss of generality, we may permute the rows and columns of A and assume thatRi = {1, . . . , |Ri|}
and Ci = {1, . . . , |Ci|} for all i ≤ dlog 1η e.
Theorem 3.4. Let  ≤ 1/e and d = 1. For any matrix A, the probability that Algorithm 1 fails is at most
1/3.
Proof. If A is of rank at most d, then the algorithm will never make mistake; so we assume that A is -far
from being rank d in the proof below.
Lemma 3.2 shows that (∅, ∅) has some augment pattern s and by Lemma 3.3, with probability at least
1− 2e−c/2 there exists (r, c) ∈ (Rs, Cs) such that (r, c) ∈ aug(∅, ∅), i.e., A(r,c) 6= 0. We now argue that the
rank-1 submatrix A(r,c) can be augmented to a rank-2 submatrix.
Again by Lemma 3.2, ({r}, {c}) has an augment pattern j; otherwise, A is not -far from being rank-d,
and with probability at least 1 − 2e−c/2 there exists (r′, c′) ∈ (Rj , Cj) such that (r′, c′) ∈ aug({r}, {c}).
We now discuss three cases based on the position of (r′, c′) in relation to (r, c).
Case (i). (r′, c′) ∈ Rs × Cs.
By Lemma 3.3, with probability at least 1− 2e−c/2,Rj × Cj contains an argument for (r, c), denoted by
(r′, c′). By construction of {Rj} and {Cj}, (r, c′) and (r′, c) are also queried (See Figure 2(a)). Thus we find
a 2× 2 non-singular matrix. The algorithm answers correctly with probability at least 1− 4e−c0/4 > 2/3 in
this case.
Case (ii). r′ 6∈ Rs or c′ 6∈ Cs.
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Rs
Rj
Cj
Cs
(r, c)(r, c′)
(r′, c)(r′, c′)
(a) Case (i).
(r, c)
(r, c′)
(r′, c′) ?
(r′, c)
(r′′, c′′)
(r′′, c′)
?
(r, c′′)
(b) Case (ii).
Figure 2: Finding an augmentation path (d = 1), where the whole region is the O(d/)×O(d/) submatrix
uniformly sampled from the original n× n matrix.
In this case, we show that starting from Ar,c, we can always find a path for the non-singular 1 × 1
submatrix A∗,∗ such that the index (∗, ∗) always moves to the left or above, so we make progress towards
case (i): we note that the non-zero element in the most upper left corner can always be augmented with three
queried elements in the same augment pattern (i.e., Case (i)), because the uppermost left corner belongs to all
(Ri, Ci)’s by construction. We now show how to find the path (Please refer to Figure 2(b) for the following
proofs).
For index (r, c) such that Ar,c 6= 0, if r′ 6∈ Rs or c′ 6∈ Cs (say r′ 6∈ Rs at the moment), then by Lemma
3.3, there exists an index (r′, c′) ∈ (Rj , Cj) such that (r, c) can be augmented by (r′, c′). However, we
cannot observe Ar′,c so we do not find a 2 × 2 submatrix at the moment. To make progress, we further
discuss two cases.
Case (ii.1). Ar,c′ = 0 and Ar′,c′ = 0.
This case is impossible; otherwise, (r′, c′) cannot be an augment of (r, c).
Case (ii.2). Ar,c′ = 0 and Ar′,c′ 6= 0.
Since Ar,c 6= 0, Ar′,c′ 6= 0 and Ar,c′ = 0, no matter what Ar,c′ is, the 2× 2 submatrix[
Ar,c′ Ar,c
Ar′,c′ Ar′,c
]
=
[
0 6= 0
6= 0 ?
]
is always non-singular (Denote by ? the entry which can be observed or unobserved, meaning that the specific
value of the entry is unimportant for our purpose). So the algorithm answers correctly with probability at
least 1− 4e−c0/4 > 2/3.
Case (ii.3). Ar,c′ 6= 0. Instead of augmenting (r, c), we shall pick (r, c′) to be our new base entry (1 × 1
matrix) and try to augment it to a 2× 2 matrix. In this way, we have moved our base 1× 1 matrix towards
the upper-left corner. We can repeat the preceding arguments of different cases.
If Case (i) happens for (r, c′), we immediately have a 2× 2 rank-2 submatrix and the algorithm answers
correctly with a good probability. If Case (i) does not happen, we shall demonstrate that we can make further
progress. Suppose that (r′′, c′′) is an augment of ({r}, {c′}) and c′′ 6∈ Cs ∪ Cj . We intend to look at the
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submatrix [
Ar′′,c′ Ar′′,c′′
Ar,c′ Ar,c′′
]
Here we cannot observe Ar,c′′ . We know that Ar′′,c′ and Ar′′,c′′ cannot be both 0, otherwise (r′′, c′′) would
not be an augment for (r, c′). If Ar′′,c′ = 0 and Ar′′,c′′ 6= 0, this 2× 2 matrix is nonsingular regardless of the
value of Ar,c′′ and the algorithm will answer correctly. If Ar′′,c′ 6= 0, we can rebase our 1× 1 base matrix to
be (r′′, c′) and try to augment it. Since (r′′, c′) is above (r′, c), we have again moved towards the upper-left
corner.
Note that there are at most log(1/η) different augment patterns and each time we rebase, A∗,∗ moves
from one (Rt, Ct) to another for some t. Hence, after repeating the argument above at most 2 log(1/η) times,
the algorithm is guaranteed to observe a 2× 2 non-singular submatrix. Since the failure probability in each
round is at most 4e−c0/4, by union bound over 2 log(1/η) rounds, the overall failure probability is at most
8 log(1/η)e−c0/4 ≤ 1/3, provided that c0 = O(log log( 1η )).
In summary, the overall probability is at least 2/3 that the algorithm answers correctly in all cases by
finding a submatrix of rank 2, when A is -far from being rank-1.
3.1.2 Extension to General Rank d
Theorem 3.5. Let  ≤ 1/e and d ≥ 1. For any matrix A, the probability that Algorithm 1 fails is at most
1/poly(d log(1 )).
Proof. If A is of rank at most d, then the algorithm will never make mistake, so we assume that A is -far
from being rank d in the proof below.
The idea is that, we start with the base case of an empty matrix, and augment it to a full-rank r × r
matrix in r rounds, where in each round we increase the dimension of the matrix by exactly one. Each round
may contain several steps in which we move the intermediate j × j matrix (j ≤ r) towards the upper-left
corner without augmenting it; here, moving the matrix towards the upper-left corner means changing AR,C to
AR′,C′ , of the same rank, with |R′| = |R| = |C′| = |C| = j andR′  R and C′  C, whereR′  R means
that, suppose that r′1 < r′2 < · · · < r′j are the (sorted) elements inR′ and r1 < r2 < · · · < rj are the (sorted)
elements inR, it holds that r′i ≤ ri for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j, and C′  C has a similar meaning.
The challenge is that those unobserved entries ?’s may propagate as we augment the submatrix in each
round. Our goal is to prove that starting from a structural (r − 1)× (r − 1) full-rank submatrix which might
have ?’s as its entries, no matter what values of all ?’s are, with the augment operator we either (1) make
progress for (r − 1)× (r − 1) submatrix, or (2) obtain an r × r full-rank submatrix with the same structure.
Let us first condition on the event that Lemma 3.3 holds true. Regarding the structure, we have the following
claim.
Claim 1. There exists a searching path for r × r full-rank submatrices with non-decreasing r which has the
following lower triangular form modulo an elementary transformation
0 0 · · · 0 · · · 0 6= 0
0 0 · · · 0 · · · 6= 0 ?
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 · · · 6= 0 · · · ? ?
...
...
...
...
...
0 6= 0 · · · ? · · · ? ?
6= 0 ? · · · ? · · · ? ?

, (5)
where 6= 0 denotes the known entry which is non-zero, and ? denotes an entry which can be either observed
or unobserved.
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Proof of Claim 1. Without loss of generality, we assume that all ?’s are unobserved, which is the most
challenging case; otherwise, the proof degenerates to the discussion of central submatrix in Case (iii) which
we shall specify later. We prove the claim by induction. The base case r = 1 is true by Theorem 3.4. Suppose
the claims holds for r − 1. We now argue the correctness for r.
Let (p, q) be the augment. Denote the augment row by[
y1 · · · yb Ap,q yb+2 · · · yr
]
,
and the augment column by [
x1 · · · xa Ap,q xa+2 · · · xr
]>
.
We now discuss three cases based on the relation between a+ b and r.
Case (i). a+ b = r − 1 (Ap,q is on the antidiagonal of r × r submatrix).
In this case, yb+2, . . . , yr and xa+2, . . . , xr are all ?’s. We argue that x1 = x2 = · · · = xa = 0 and
y1 = y2 = · · · = yb = 0; otherwise, we can make progress. First consider yi for 1 ≤ i ≤ b. If some yi 6= 0,
we can delete the (r − i)-th row in the (r − 1)× (r − 1) submatrix and insert the augment row (without the
augment entry Ap,q), which is above the deleted row. Thus we obtain a new (r−1)×(r−1) submatrix towards
the upper-left corner, and furthermore, the new submatrix exhibits the structure in (5). The same argument
applies for x1, x2, ..., xa. Therefore, if no progress is made, it must hold that x1 = x2 = ... = xa = 0 and
y1 = y2 = ... = yb = 0. In this case, Ap,q 6= 0; otherwise, (p, q) is not an augment. Therefore we obtain an
r × r full-rank matrix of the form (5).
Case (ii). a+ b < r − 1 (Ap,q is above the antidiagonal of r × r submatrix).
In this case, yr−a+1, . . . , yr and xr−b+1, . . . , xr are all ?’s. Similarly to Case (i), we shall argue that
x1 = · · · = xa = xa+2 = · · · = xr−b = 0 and y1 = · · · = yb = yb+2 = · · · = yr−a = 0; otherwise, we can
make progress. To see this, consider first yi for 1 ≤ i ≤ b and then for b + 2 ≤ i ≤ r − a. If yi 6= 0 for
some i ≤ b, we can delete the (r − i)-th row in the (r − 1)× (r − 1) submatrix and insert the augment row
(without the augment entry Ap,q), which is above the deleted row, and so we make progress. Now assume
that y1 = · · · = yb = 0. If yi 6= 0 for some i such that b+ 2 ≤ i ≤ r − a, we can delete the (r − i+ 1)-st
row in the (r− 1)× (r− 1) submatrix of the last step and insert the augment row (without the augment entry
Ap,q), which is above the deleted row. So we make progress towards the most upper left corner. The same
argument applies to x1, . . . , xa, xa+2, . . . , xr−b. Therefore, x1 = · · · = xa = xa+2 = ... = xr−b = 0 and
y1 = · · · = yb = yb+2 = · · · = yr−a = 0. In this case, Ap,q 6= 0; otherwise, (p, q) is not an augment since
all possible choices of ?’s cannot make the r × r submatrix non-singular. By exchanging the (a+ 1)-st row
and the (r− b)-th row of the r× r submatrix or exchanging the (b+ 1)-st column and the (r− a)-th column,
we obtain an r × r submatrix of the form (5).
Case (iii). a+ b > r − 1 (Ap,q is below the antidiagonal of r × r submatrix).
In this case, we argue that xi = yj = 0 for all i ≤ r − b − 1 and j ≤ r − a − 1; otherwise we can
make progress as Cases (i) and (ii) for yj . To see this, let us discuss from j = 1 to r − a − 1. If yj 6= 0
(j = 1, 2, . . . , r − a− 1), we can delete the (r − j)-th row in the (r − 1)× (r − 1) submatrix and insert the
augment row (without the augment entry Ap,q), which is above the deleted row. So we make progress. The
same argument applies to x1, . . . , xr−b−1. So xi = yj = 0 for all i ≤ r − b− 1 and j ≤ r − a− 1.
Given that there is only one non-zero entry in the first r − b− 1 rows and the first r − a− 1 columns
of the r × r submatrix (i.e., the Laplace expansion of the determinant), we only need to focus on a minor
corresponding to a min{a, b} × min{a, b} central submatrix, which decides whether the determinant of
the r × r submatrix is zero and is fully-observed because the augment (p, q) is at the lower right corner
of the central submatrix (see the red part in Eqn. (6)). Since it is fully-observed, the minor must be non-
zero; otherwise, (p, q) cannot be an augment for all choices of ?’s. Therefore, we can do an elementary
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transformation to make the central submatrix a lower triangular matrix with non-zero antidiagonal entries.
More importantly, such an elementary transformation also transforms the r × r matrix to a lower triangular
matrix with non-zero antidiagonal entries, because all the entries to the left and above of the central matrix
are 0’s, and all the entries to the right and below of the central matrix are ?’s. Hence any elementary
transformation keeps 0’s and ?’s unchanged, and we obtain therefore an r × r submatrix of the form (5).
0 0 · · · · · · 0 · · · 0 · · · 0 6= 0
0 0 · · · · · · 0 · · · 0 · · · 6= 0 ?
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 · · · · · · 6= 0 · · · known · · · ? ?
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 · · · · · · known · · · augment Ap,q · · · ? ?
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 6= 0 · · · · · · ? · · · ? · · · ? ?
6= 0 ? · · · · · · ? · · · ? · · · ? ?

. (6)
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3.5. Note that Lemma 3.3 works only for fixed (R, C). To make
the lemma applicable “for all” (R, C) throughout the augmentation process, we shall take a union bound by
choosing |R| and |C| large enough. Specifically, for each i, we divideRi =
⋃`
k=1R(k)i uniformly at random
into ` = d + d log( 1η )
2 even parts R(1)i ,R(2)i , . . . ,R(d)i , where each |R(k)i | = c[log(d) + log log( 1η )]2i,
and divide Ci =
⋃d
k=1 C(k)i uniformly at random into ` even parts C(1)i , C(2)i , . . . , C(`)i , where each |C(k)i | =
c[log(d) + log log( 1η )]/(2
iη) for every k. We note that {R(k)i }k (and {C(k)i }k) are independent of each other.
It follows that the event in Lemma 3.3 holds with probability at least 1− 1poly(d log(1/η)) . By a union bound
over all `2 = Θ(d2 log2( 1η )) possible choices of {R
(k)
i } × {C(k)i } and Claim 1, with probability at least
1− 1/poly(d log(1 )), Algorithm 1 answers correctly, when A is -far from having rank d.
3.1.3 A Computationally Efficient Algorithm
We now show how to implement Algorithm 1 efficiently, for which we only need to give a polynomial-time
algorithm to solve the minimization problem (4) in Algorithm 2. We have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.6. Algorithm 2 correctly solves the minimization problem (4) in poly(d ) time.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may permute the rows and columns of A and assume that Ri =
{1, . . . , |Ri|} and Ci = {1, . . . , |Ci|} for all i ≤ dlog 1η e. Our goal is to complete the submatrix A(Rm×C1)
such that its rank is minimal. Denote by R(i) the set of sampled indices in the i-th column of A. We start
from an empty matrix S = [ ]. We will extend S as we process the columns of A that are not in the block
(Rk, Ck) from left to right. We will maintain the following two invariants:
• The minimal rank of matrix completion is always equal to the number of columns of S.
• After processing the i-th column of A, the restricted column AR(i),i is in the column space of SR(i),:.
2In the number of parts d+ d log( 1
η
), the first term follows from the operation of augmenting 1× 1 submatrix to d× d. The
second term follows from moving the submatrix towards the upper left corner (from the lower-right corner in the worst case).
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Algorithm 2 Solving problem (4) in the polynomial time
Input: R1, . . . ,Rk and C1, . . . , Ck. Denote byR(i) the set of sampled indices in the i-th column of A, and
letR(i)⊥ = Rk \ R(i).
Output: the solution r to the minimization problem (4).
1: S← [ ] is an empty matrix.
2: r ← 0.
3: for i = 1, . . . , |C1| do
4: if there exists x such that SR(i),:x = AR(i),i then
5: AR(i)⊥ ,i
← SR(i)⊥ ,:x.
6: else
7: AR(i)⊥ ,i
← 1.
8: S← [S,ARk,i].
9: r ← r + 1.
10: return r.
Note that both invariants hold in the base case. For the i-th column A:,i that we encounter, if AR(i),i is
in the column space of SR(i),:, then we use a linear combination on the first |R(i)| coordinates of vectors
given by the columns of SR(i),: to extend AR(i),i from a vector in |R(i)| dimensions to a vector in |Rm|
dimensions, and we do not change S. Notice that the two invariants are preserved in this case.
Otherwise, AR(i),i is not in the column space of SR(i),:. If AR(i),i were in the column space of
AR(i),1:(i−1), we would, by the second invariant above, have that AR(i),i is in the column space of SR(i),:, a
contradiction. Therefore, AR(i),i is not in the column space of AR(i),[i−1]. In this case, A:,i must be linearly
independent of all previous columns A:,[i−1]. We can thus append to S on the right the vector [AR(i),i; 1]
(The vector 1 can be replaced with any (|Rk| − |R(i)|)-dimensional vector), which increases the size and
rank of S by 1, and we maintain our two invariants.
The time complexity of Algorithm 2 is poly(d ).
3.2 Lower Bounds over Finite Fields in the Sampling Model
According to Yao’s minimax principle, it suffices to provide a distribution on n × n input matrices A for
which any deterministic testing algorithm fails with significant probability over the choice of A. Before
proceeding, we first state a hardness result that we want to reduce from.
Algorithm 3 Decomposing edges E
Input: A bipartite graph G = (L ∪R,E).
Output: Partition of E = E1 ∪ · · · ∪ Et and the set of pivot nodes {wt}.
1: t← 0.
2: while E 6= ∅ do
3: Find v such that 1 ≤ deg(v) ≤ γd.
4: t→ t+ 1.
5: Et ← edges between v and all its neighbours.
6: wt ← v.
7: E ← E \ Et.
8: return E = E1 ∪ · · · ∪ Et and {wt}.
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Lemma 3.7. LetG = (L∪R,E) be a bipartite graph such that |L| = |R| = n and |E| < γ2d2 for d ≤ n/γ.
Then Algorithm 3 returns a partition E = E1 ∪ E2 ∪ · · · ∪ Et, where t ≤ γ2d2 and |Ei| ≤ γd for all i.
Proof. We first show that Algorithm 3 can be executed correctly, that is, whenever E 6= ∅ there always
exists v such that 1 ≤ deg(v) ≤ γd. We note that 1 ≤ deg(v) is obvious because E 6= ∅. If all vertices
with non-zero degree have degree at least γd, the total number of edges would be at least γdn ≥ d2γ2,
contradicting our assumption on the size of E. When the algorithm terminates, it is clear that each Ei
generates at most γd edges and the Ei’s are disjoint and so t ≤ γ2d2.
Lemma 3.8. Suppose that there are t groups of (fixed) vectors {v(k)1 , . . . ,v(k)sk }k∈[t] ⊂ Fd such that the
vectors in each group are linearly independent (denoted by⊥). Let w1, . . . ,wr be random vectors in Fd such
that each wi is chosen uniformly at random from some set Si ⊆ Fd with |Si| ≥ |F|(1−γ)d. Let s = maxk sk.
When s+ r ≤ γd for all k and t ≤ γ2d2, it holds that
Pr
w1,...,wr
{
v
(k)
1 ⊥ · · · ⊥ v(k)sk ⊥ w1 ⊥ · · · ⊥ wr for all k ∈ [t]
}
≥ 1− γ
3d3
|F|(1−2γ)d .
Proof. For fixed w1, . . . ,wi−1 such that v
(k)
1 , . . . ,v
(k)
sk ,w1, . . . ,wi−1 are linearly independent for all k ∈ [t],
the probability that wi ∈ Si is linearly independent of v(k)1 , . . . ,v(k)sk ,w1, . . . ,wi−1 for all k ∈ [t] is at least
1 − t|F|sk+i−1|Si| ≥ 1 −
t|F|sk+i−1
|F|(1−γ)d = 1 − t|F|(1−γ)d−(sk+i−1) ≥ 1 −
t
|F|(1−γ)d−(s+i−1) . Therefore, for all k ∈ [t]
with t ≤ γ2d2, we have
Pr
w1,...,wr
{v(k)1 ⊥ · · · ⊥ v(k)sk ⊥ w1 ⊥ · · · ⊥ wr for all k}
=
r∏
i=2
Pr
wi
{v(k)1 ⊥ · · · ⊥ v(k)sk ⊥ w1 ⊥ · · · ⊥ wi for all k | v
(k)
1 ⊥ · · · ⊥ v(k)sk ⊥ w1 ⊥ · · · ⊥ wi−1 for all k}
× Pr
w1
{v(k)1 ⊥ · · · ⊥ v(k)sk ⊥ w1 for all k}
≥
r∏
i=1
(
1− t|F|(1−γ)d−(s+i−1)
)
≥
r∏
i=1
(
1− γ
2d2
|F|(1−2γ)d
)
(by s+ i− 1 ≤ γd and t ≤ γ2d2)
≥ 1− rγ
2d2
|F|(1−2γ)d (by (1− x)
t ≥ 1− tx for x ∈ (0, 1))
≥ 1− γ
3d3
|F|(1−2γ)d . (since r ≤ γd).
When |Si| = |F|d−di for di ≤ γd, it follows from Lemma 3.8 that the number of choices of the event∣∣∣{(w1, . . . ,wr) ∈ S1 × · · · × Sr : v(k)1 ⊥ · · · ⊥ v(k)sk ⊥ w1 ⊥ · · · ⊥ wr for all k}∣∣∣
= Pr
w1,...,wr
{
v
(k)
1 ⊥ · · · ⊥ v(k)sk ⊥ w1 ⊥ · · · ⊥ wr for all k
}
·
r∏
i=1
|Si|
≥
(
1− γ
3d3
|F|(1−2γ)d
)
·
r∏
i=1
|Si| (by Lemma 3.8)
=
(
1− γ
3d3
|F|(1−2γ)d
)
|F|rd−
∑r
i=1 di . (recall that |Si| = |F|d−di)
(7)
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Based on this result, we have the following lemma.
Algorithm 4 Path for assigning subspace Hv and random vector xv to each node v
Input: Bipartite graph G = (L ∪R,E), partition E = E1 ∪ · · · ∪Et and pivot nodes {wt} by Algorithm 3,
observed entries x|E .
Output: An affine space Hv of vectors for every node v and a vector xv ∈ Hv for every node v.
1: Hv ← Fd for all v.
2: Set all nodes v unassigned.
3: for i← t down to 1 do
4: Let v(i)1 , . . . , v
(i)
|Ei| be the non-pivot nodes in Ei (i.e., the edges in Ei are (wi, v
(i)
j )).
5: for j ← 1 to |Ei| do
6: if v(i)j is unassigned then
7: W
v
(i)
j
←H
v
(i)
j
\⋃
k≤i:v(i)j 6=wk
span{x(i)v1 , . . . ,x(i)vj−1 , previously assigned non-pivot nodes in Ek}.
8: Choose w
v
(i)
j
uniformly at random from H
v
(i)
j
.
9: if w
v
(i)
j
6∈W
v
(i)
j
then
10: abort.
11: Set v(i)j to be assigned.
12: Let Hwi be the solution set to the linear system (w.r.t. xwi): x
>
wi [x
(i)
v1 , · · · ,x(i)v|Ei| ] = (x|Ei)>.
13: Choose xws uniformly from Hws of dimension d− |Es| for all s ∈ S0 = {p ∈ [t] | wp is unassigned}.
14: return {Hv} and {xv}.
Lemma 3.9. Let U,V ∼ UF(n, d), where UF(m,n) represents m×n i.i.d. uniform matrix over a finite field
F. Denote by S any subset of [n]× [n] such that |S| < γ2d2 for γ ∈ (0, 1/4) and d ≤ n/γ. It holds that for
any x ∈ F|S|,
Pr[(UVT )|S = x]− 1|F||S| ≥ −
γ5d5
|F|(1−2γ)d+|S| .
Proof. Consider a bipartite graph G = (L ∪ R,E) where |L| = |R| = n and (i, j) ∈ E if and only if
(i, j) ∈ S. We run Algorithm 3 on graph G. By Lemma 3.7, we obtain a sequence of edge sets E1 . . . , Et
with w1, . . . , wt (called pivot nodes), such that
1. {Ei, . . . , Et} forms a partition of E;
2. |Ei| ≤ γd for all i.
Since there is a one-by-one correspondence between the edges and the entries in S, we will not distinguish
edges and entries in the rest of the proof.
We associate each node v of G with an affine space Hv ⊆ Fd and a random vector xv ∈ Hv as in
Algorithm 4. Basically, Algorithm 4 first assigns the non-pivot nodes (to determine the affine subspace Hwi)
from the Et down to the E1), and in the end assigns all unassigned pivot nodes.
In the following argument, we number the for-loop iterations in Algorithm 4 backwards, i.e., the for-loop
starts with the t-th iteration and goes down to the first iteration. In the i-th iteration, let ri denote the number
of nodes v(i)j that are unassigned at the runtime of Line 6 and let #Ei denote the number of good choices
(which do not trigger abortion) of Step 8 over all ri nodes to be assigned. Let #G be the number of possible
choices of Step 13 of Algorithm 4 and s0 = |S0| be the number of assigned pivot nodes by Step 13. Note
that by the construction of Algorithm 3, the non-pivot nodes of Ei cannot be the pivot nodes of Ej for j < i.
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So Algorithm 4, if terminated successfully, can find an assignment such that (UV>)|S = x. We now lower
bound the success probability.
Let d(i)j = d− dim(Hv(i)j ), which is either 0 or |Ek| for some k > i. For any given realization x, we have
the following:
Pr{(UV>)|S = x}
≥ #Et ·#Et−1 · · ·#E1|F|d(rt+···+r1)
#G
|F|ds0 (by rule of product and definition of #Ei)
≥
t∏
i=1
1
|F|d(i)1 +···+d(i)ri
(
1− γ
3d3
|F|(1−2γ)d
)t
· #G|F|ds0 (by Eqn. (7))
≥ 1
|F|
∑t
i=1
∑ri
j=1 d
(i)
j
(
1− γ
5d5
|F|(1−2γ)d
)
· #G|F|d×s0 (by (1− x)
t ≥ 1− tx for x ∈ (0, 1) and t ≤ γ2d2)
=
1
|F|
∑t
i=1
∑ri
j=1 d
(i)
j
(
1− γ
5d5
|F|(1−2γ)d
)
· 1
|F|
∑
s∈S0 |Es|
(by definition of #G)
≥ 1|F||E1|+···+|Et|
(
1− γ
5d5
|F|(1−2γ)d
)
,
where the last inequality holds because |E1|+ · · ·+ |Et| =
∑t
j=1
∑rj
i=1 d
(j)
i +
∑
s∈S0 |Es| as every pivot
and non-pivot node must be assigned exactly once by Algorithm 4 upon successful termination. (Recall that
d
(j)
i is either equal to 0 when v
(i)
j is non-pivotal, or equal to |Ek| when v(i)j = wk.)
Denote by S ⊂ [n]× [n] a set of indices of an n× n matrix. For any distribution L over Fn×n, define
L(S) on F|S| as the marginal distribution of L on the entries of S, namely,
(Xp1,q1 ,Xp2,q2 , . . . ,Xp|S|,q|S|) ∼ L(S), X ∼ L.
Now we are ready to show a lower bound of robust testing problem over any finite field.
Theorem 3.10. Suppose that F is a finite field and γ ∈ (0, 1/4) is an absolute constant. Let U,V ∼ UF(n, d)
and W ∼ UF(n, n), where UF(m,n) represents m× n i.i.d. uniform matrix over a finite field F. Consider
two distributions L1 and L2 over Fn×n defined by UV> and W, respectively. Let S ⊂ [n] × [n]. When
|S| < γ2d2, it holds that
dTV (L1(S),L2(S)) ≤ Cd5|F|−cd,
where C, c > 0 are constants depending on γ, and dTV (·, ·) represents the total variation distance between
two distributions.
Proof. Let
X =
{
x ∈ F|S|
∣∣∣∣ Pr [(UV>)|S = x] < 1|F||S|
}
.
It follows from the definition of total variation distance that
dTV (L1(S),L2(S)) =
∑
x∈X
[
1
|F||S| − Pr[(UV
>)|S = x]
]
≤
∑
x∈X
γ5d5
|F|(1−2γ)d
1
|F||S| ≤
γ5d5
|F|(1−2γ)d ,
where the last inequality holds since |X | ≤ |F||S|.
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Based on the above theorem, we have the following lower bound for the rank testing problem over finite
field.
Theorem 3.11. Let d ≤ √n. Any non-adaptive algorithm for Problem 3.1 over any finite field F requires
Ω(d2/) queries.
Proof. We first show that for constant , any non-adaptive algorithm for Problem 3.1 over finite field F
requires Ω(d2) queries. Note that W ∼ UF(n, n) is -far from having rank less than d. It follows immediately
from the preceding theorem that any algorithm which solves the matrix rank testing problem over a finite
field must read Ω(d2) entries; otherwise when d is large enough, it will hold that dTV (L1(S),L2(S)) < 1/4,
contradicting the correctness of the algorithm on distinguishing L1 from L2.
We now prove the case for arbitrary . Denote by A and B the two hard instances in Theorem 3.10. We
construct two hard instances C and D by uniformly at random planting the above-mentioned hard instances
A and B of dimension
√
n×√n, respectively, and padding zeros everywhere else. Note that D being -far
from rank d is equivalent to B being constant-far from rank d. Suppose that we can request cd2/ queries
with a small absolute constant c to distinguish the ranks of the hard instances C and D, then in expectation
(and with high probability by a Markov bound) we can request cd2 queries of the hard instances A and B to
distinguish their ranks, which leads to a contradiction.
3.3 Lower Bounds over Real Field under the Sampling Model
The rigidity of a matrix A over a field F, denoted byRFA(r), is the least number of entries of A that must be
changed in order to reduce the rank of A to a value at most r: RFA(r) := min{‖C‖0 | rankF(A + C) ≤ r}.
We first cite the following lemma and theorem.
Lemma 3.12 (Matrix Rigidity, Theorem 6.4, [44]). The real n× n i.i.d. Gaussian matrix G is of rigidity
RRG(r) = Ω((n− r)2) with probability 1.
Theorem 3.13 (Theorem 3.5, [28]). Let U,V ∼ G(n, d) and G ∼ G(n, n). Consider two distributions
L1 and L2 over Rn×n defined by UV> and UV> + n−14G, respectively. Let S ⊂ [n] × [n]. Whenever
|S| ≤ d2, it holds that
dTV (L1(S),L2(S)) ≤ C|S|(n−2 + dcd),
where C > 0 and 0 < c < 1 are absolute constants.
Now we are ready to prove the sample complexity lower bound of rank testing over the reals in the
sampling model.
Theorem 3.14. Let d ≤ √n. Any non-adaptive algorithm for Problem 3.1 over R requires Ω(d2/) queries.
Proof. We first show that for constant , any non-adaptive algorithm for Problem 3.1 over R requires Ω(d2)
queries. Note that Theorem 3.13 provides two hard instances for distinguishing a rank-d matrix (of the
form A = UV>) from a rank-n matrix (of the form B = UV> + n−14G), where U,V ∼ G(n, d) and
G ∼ G(n, n). For our purpose, we only need to show that the rank-n matrix B = UV> + n−14G has
rigidityRRB(d) = Ω(n2). Denote by rank`(B) = min‖S‖0=` rank(B + S). We note that
d ≥ rankRRB(d)(B)
= min
‖S‖0=RRB(d)
rank(UV> + n−14G + S)
≥ min
‖S‖0=RRB(d)
rank(n−14G + S)− rank(UV>)
≥ min
‖S‖0=RRB(d)
rank(n−14G + S)− d.
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Therefore, min‖S‖0=RRB(d) rank(n
−14G + S) ≤ 2d, i.e.,RRB(d) ≥ RRn−14G(2d). By Lemma 3.12, we have
RRn−14G(2d) = Ω(n− 2d)2 = Ω(n2). SoRRB(d) = Ω(n2).
We now prove the case for arbitrary . We construct two hard instances C and D by uniformly at random
planting the above-mentioned hard instances A and B of dimension
√
n×√n, respectively, and padding
zeros everywhere else. Note that D being -far from rank d is equivalent to B being constant-far from rank d.
Suppose that we can request cd2/ queries with a small absolute constant c to distinguish the ranks of the
hard instances C and D, then in expectation (and with high probability by a Markov bound) we can request
cd2 queries of the hard instances A and B to distinguish their ranks, which leads to a contradiction.
3.4 Lower Bounds over Finite Fields in the Sensing Model
In this section, we provide a lower bound for the rank testing problem in the sensing model over any finite
field F. The sensing problem can query the underlying matrix A in the form of 〈A,Xi〉 for any sequence
of (randomized or deterministic) sensing matrices {Xi}. The algorithms for querying entries of A are a
special case of matrix sensing problem if we set Xi = epe>q for some (p, q). The problem can be stated more
formally as follows:
Problem 3.2 (Rank Testing with Parameter (n, d, ) in the Sensing Model). Given a field F and a matrix
A ∈ Fn×n which has one of promised properties:
H0. A has rank at most d;
H1. A is -far from having rank at most d, meaning that A requires changing at least an -fraction of its
entries to have rank at most d.
The problem is to design a property testing algorithm that outputs H0 with probability 1 if A ∈ H0, and
output H1 with probability at least 0.99 if A ∈ H1, with the least number of queries of the form 〈A,Xi〉,
where {Xi} is a sequence of sensing matrices.
Definition 3 (Ruzsa-Szemere´di Graph). A graph G is an (r, t)-Ruzsa-Szemere´di graph (RS graph for short),
if and only if the set of edges of G consists of t pairwise disjoint induced matchings M1, . . . ,Mt, each of
which is of size r.
Definition 4 (Boolean Hidden Hypermatching, BHHn,p). The Boolean Hidden Hypermatching problem is a
one-way communication problem where Alice is given a boolean vector x ∈ {0, 1}n such that n = 2kp for
some integer k ≥ 1, and Bob is given a boolean vector w of length n/p and a perfect p-hypermatchingM
on n vertices such that each hyperedge contains p vertices. Denote byMx the length n/p boolean vector
(
⊕
1≤i≤p xM1,i ,
⊕
1≤i≤p xM2,i , . . . ,
⊕
1≤i≤p xMn/p,i) where {M1,1, . . . ,M1,p}, . . . , {Mn/p,1, . . . ,Mn/p,p}
are the hyperedges ofM. It is promised that eitherMx = w orMx = w. The goal of the problem is for
Bob to output YES whenMx = w and NO whenMx = w (⊕ stands for addition modulo 2).
For our purpose, it is more convenient to focus on a special case of Boolean Hidden Hypermatching
problem, namely, BHH0n,p where the vector w = 0
n/p (p is an even integer) and Bob’s task is to output YES
ifMx = 0n/p and output NO ifMx = 1n/p. It is known that we can reduce any instance of BHHn,p to an
instance of BHH02n,p deterministically without any communication between Alice and Bob [11, 31, 45], by
the following reduction.
Reduction from BHHn,p to BHH02n,p. We reduce any instance of BHHn,p to an instance of BHH
0
2n,p
(n = 2kp for some integer k). LetM be a perfect p-hypermatching and x ∈ {0, 1}n in BHHn,p. Denote
by x′ = [x; x] the concatenation of x and x, where x is the bitwise negation of x. Let M′ be the p-
hypermatching in BHH02n,p. Denote by {x1, . . . ,xp} ∈ M the l-th hyperedge ofM (l ∈ [n/p]). We add two
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hyperedges toM′ as follows. If wl = 0, we add {x1,x2, . . . ,xp} and {x1,x2, . . . ,xp} toM′; Otherwise,
we add {x1,x2, . . . ,xp} and {x1,x2, . . . ,xp} toM′. Note that we flip an even number of bits when wl = 0
and an odd number of bits when wl = 1. This does not change the parity of each set as p is even. Thus
Mx = w impliesM′x′ = 02n/p, andMx = w impliesM′x′ = 12n/p.
Previous papers [2, 11, 17] used the BHH0n,p problem to prove lower bounds for estimating matching size
in the data stream: given an instance (x,M) in BHH0n,p (Denote by DBHH the hard distribution of BHH0n,p),
we create a graph G(V ∪W,E) with |V | = |W | = n via the following algorithm.
Algorithm 5 Reduction from BHH0n,p to the problem of estimating matching size in the data stream
Input: An instance from BHH0n,p.
Output: A graph G = (V ∪W,E).
1: For any xi = 1, Alice adds an edge between vi and wi to E.
2: Bob adds to E a clique between the vertices wi that belongs to the same hyperedge e in the p-
hypermatchingM.
We shall use the graph created by Algorithm 5 to build a hard distribution for our rank testing problem.
The following claim guarantees the correctness of this reduction from BHH0n,p to the problem of estimating
matrix rank in a data stream.
Lemma 3.15. Let G(V ∪W,E) be the graph derived from an instance (x,M) of BHH0n,p (for even integers
p and n) with the property that ‖x‖0 = n/2 (see Algorithm 5). Denote by A the 2n× 2n adjacency matrix
of G. Then with probability at least 1− e−n/p4 , we have
• ifMx = 0n/p (i.e., YES case), then rank(A) ≥ 3n2 − n2p2 ;
• ifMx = 1n/p (i.e., NO case), then rank(A) ≤ 3n2 − 3n2p2 .
Proof. According to Algorithm 5, the graph consists of n vertices v1, . . . , vn and n/p cliques, together with
edges which connect vi’s with the cliques according to x ∈ {0, 1}n. We call these latter edges ‘tentacles’.
Let A be the adjacency matrix of G where both the rows and columns are indexed by the nodes in G. The
diagonals of A are all zeros. For each pair w, u of clique nodes in G, we have Aw,u = 1. For each ‘tentacle’
pair (v, w), Av,w = 1. All other entries of A are zeros. Then A is an n× n block diagonal matrix, where
each block Aqi (Aqi represents the block with qi ‘tentacles’) is of the following form modulo permutations
of rows and columns (The red rows and columns represent ‘tentacles’):
Aqi =

0 1 · · · 1 1 1 0 · · ·
1 0 · · · 1 1 0 1 · · ·
...
...
...
...
...
...
1 1 · · · 0 1 0 0 · · ·
1 1 · · · 1 0 0 0 · · ·
1 0 · · · 0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 1 · · · 0 0 0 0 · · ·
...
...
...
...
...
...

According to the reduction from BHHn/2,p to BHH
0
n,p, the hypermatching in the hard distribution of
BHH0n,p can be divided into n/(2p) groups. Each group consists of two hyperedges such that the sum of the
number of ‘tentacles’ connecting to these two hyperedges is p for every group, i.e., (qi, p− qi) where qi is
the number of ‘tentacles’ connecting to one of hyperedges, which is either even (YES case) or odd (NO case)
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according to the promise. Moreover, the qi’s are independent across the n/p groups, because we can process
each group one by one and after processing each group, the number of remaining ‘tentacles’ decreases by p.
Let rqi = rank(Aqi). Denote by A = EYES(rqi + rp−qi) and B = ENO(rqi + rp−qi), where A and
B will be calculated later. Summing up n/(2p) independent groups and by the Chernoff bound, with
probability at least 1− e−δ2 n2pA/2 and 1− e−δ2 n2pB/3, respectively, rank(A) ≥ (1− δ) n2pA in the even case
and rank(A) ≤ (1 + δ) n2pB in the odd case, where δ > 0 is an absolute constant. We note that A = 3p and
B = 3p− 4/p. Therefore, rank(A) ≥ (1− δ)3n/2 in the even case and rank(A) ≤ (1 + δ)(3n/2− 2n/p2)
in the odd case. Choosing δ = 1
3p2
finishes the proof.
In the following we shall set  = Θ(1/ log n) and p = Θ(log n). Denote by Matchingn,k, the k-player
simultaneous communication problem of estimating the size of maximum matching up to a factor of (1± ),
where the edges of an n-vertex input graph are partitioned across the k players and the referee. For our
purpose, we reduce from the problem of Matchingn,k, to our problem of rank testing. We use the hard
distribution DM in Algorithm 6 for Matchingn,k,. Notice that the hard instance of BHH0r,p in Step 2 is
reduced from that of BHHr/2,p as we did before in this section.
Algorithm 6 A construction of a hard distribution DM for Matchingn,k,
Input: r = N1−o(1), t = (
N
2 )−o(N2)
r , k =
N
r , n = N + 2r(k − 1), and p = b 18c.
1: Fix an (r, t)-RS graph GRS on N vertices.
2: Pick j∗ ∈ [t] uniformly at random and draw a BHH0r,p instance (x(j
∗),M) from the distribution DBHH.
3: for each player P (i) independently do
4: (a) Let Gi be the input graph of P (i), initialized by a copy of GRS with vertices Vi = [N ].
5: (b) Let V ∗i be the set of vertices matched in the j
∗-th induced matching of Gi. Change the induced
matching MRSJ∗ of Gi to Mj∗ := M
RS
j∗ |x(j∗) .
6: (c) For any j ∈ [t]\{j∗}, draw a vector x(i,j) ∈ {0, 1}r from the distribution DBHH for BHH0r,p, and
change the induced matching MRSj of Gi to Mj := M
RS
j |x(i,j) .
7: (d) Create the family of p-cliques ofM on the vertices R(MRSj∗ ), and give the edges of the p-clique
family to the referee.
8: Choose a random permutation σ of [n]. For each player P (i), relabel v to σ(j) for each vertex v in Vi\V ∗i
with label j ∈ [N − 2r]. Enumerate the vertices in V ∗i from the one with the smallest label to the one
with the largest label, and relabel the j-th vertex to σ(N + (i− 2)2r + j). Finally, let the vertices with
the same label correspond to the same vertex.
Claim 2. Let IBHH be the embedded BHH0r,p instance (x(i),M) in Algorithm 6. The adjacency matrix
A ∈ Fn×n of the graph that is drawn from distribution DM (Algorithm 6) obeys
1. If IBHH is a YES instance, then rank(A) ≥ k(3r2 − r2p2 );
2. If IBHH is a NO instance, then rank(A) ≤ k(3r2 − 3r2p2 ) +N − 2r,
with probability at least 1− ke−n/p4 .
Proof. Note that by construction, the adjacency matrix of the graph drawn from DM is a k-block-diagonal
matrix together with some ‘junk’ (area of size (N − 2r)×n union n× (N − 2r)) outside the block area such
that each block is an independent sample of the matrix A in Lemma 3.15. The claim then is a straightforward
result of Lemma 3.15.
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Reduction from Matchingn,k, to Problem 3.2. Given a hard graph instance G of Matchingn,k,, we can
estimate the maximum matching size of G by testing the rank of the adjacency matrix AG of G: If we can
distinguish out rank(AG) ≥ k(3r2 − r2p2 ), we ouput that the matching size is strictly larger than 3N ; If we
can distinguish out rank(AG) ≤ k(3r2 − 3r2p2 ) + N − 2r, we output that the matching size is smaller than
3N
 − 3N . The correctness for the reduction follows from Claim 2, the construction that the hard distributions
of Matchingn,k, and Problem 3.2 are derived from the same graph, and the fact that the matching size is
strictly larger than 3N when IBHH is a YES instance and is smaller than
3N
 − 3N when IBHH is a NO
instance (see Claim 6.3, [2]).
The hardness of Matchingn,k, by the construction in Algorithm 6 was proved in [2].
Theorem 3.16 (Theorem 10, [2]). For any sufficiently large n and sufficiently small  < 12 , there exists some
k = no(1) such that the distribution DM for Matchingn,k, in Algorithm 6 satisfies
ICδSMP,DM(Matchingn,k,) = n
2−O(),
where ICδSMP,DM(Matchingn,k,) is the information complexity of Matchingn,k, in the multi-party number-
in-hand simultaneous message passing model (SMP).
The following theorem summarizes the results in this section, providing a lower bound for Problem 3.2.
Theorem 3.17. Any non-adaptive algorithm for Problem 3.2 over GF(p) requires Ω(d2/ log p) queries.
Proof. We first discuss the case when d = Ω(n), where we will give an Ω(n2) lower bound. Let AG
be the hard instance given by Algorithm 6. We want to find an n × n random matrix H′ such that: (1)
rank(H′A) = rank(A) (Multiplying H′ does not change the rank of A so that testing A is equivalent to
testing H′A); (2) M = H′A is rigid (Multiplying H′ makes matrix A rigid). We now show how to do
this. Let B be a random matrix such that we want to distinguish rank n v.s. rank n− n/ log2 n for matrix
A := AG + B. Let k = rank(A), H be a 3nk/δ × n uniformly sampled matrix over GF(p)3nk/δ×n and
H′ be the first n rows of H. One can see that any subset of at most n rows of H has full rank with a large
probability.
Proof of (1). We note that rank(H′A) ≤ k. We will show that H′A has rank k with probability at least
1− δ. We will use the following lemma.
Lemma 3.18 (Lemma 5.3, [13]). If L ⊆ GF(p)n is a j-dimensional linear subspace, and A has rank k ≥ j,
then the dimension of LA := {w ∈ GF(p)n | w>A ∈ L} is at most n− k + j.
For j < n, consider the linear subspace Lj spanned by the first j rows of HA. By the above lemma, the
dimension of the subspace L′j := {w ∈ Rn | w>A ∈ Lj} is at most n− k + j. Given that the rows of H
are linearly independent with high probability, at most n− k + j of them can be in L′j . Thus the probability
that H′(j+1),:A is not in Lj is at least 1− (n− k + j)/(3nk/δ − j), and the probability that all such events
hold, for j = 0, . . . , k − 1, is at least(
1− n
3nk/δ − k
)k
=
(
1− 1
k
δ/3
1− δ/(3n)
)k
≥ 1− δ
2
for small δ. All such independence events occur if and only if H′1:k,:A has rank k. Therefore, the probability
that H′A is of rank k is at least 1− δ/2.
Proof of (2). We need the following result on matrix rigidity.
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Lemma 3.19 (Matrix Rigidity, Theorem 6.4, [44]). The fraction of matrices over GF(p)n×n with matrix
rigidityRGF(p)(r) = Ω((n− r)2/ logp n) is at least 0.99, for r < n−
√
2n logp 2 + log n.
For uniform matrix H′, we note that H′A is uniform as well: for any given matrix T in GF(p)n×n
Pr
H′∼Unif
[H′A = T] = Pr
H′∼Unif
[H′ = TA−1] =
(
1
p
)kn
.
Then by Lemma 3.19,RGF(p)H′A (n− n/ log n) = Ω(n2/ log2 n) with high probability.
Now we are ready to prove the hardness of Problem 3.2 with parameter (n, n− n
log2(n)
, 1
log4(n) logp(n)
).
For any non-adaptive algorithm Atest for Problem 3.2 with  = 1/ log n and d = n − n/ log n, assume
that the required number of queries is q. We use such algorithms to estimate the maximum matching size
by our reduction. Given a graph G with maximum matching size ≥ 3N/ v.s. ≤ 3N/ − 3N . We know
that the rank of A := AG + B is of rank n v.s. n − n/ log2 n. By left multiplying matrix A with above-
mentioned H′, the rank of resulting matrix H′A remains the same and is of rigidityRGF(p)B (n−n/ log2 n) =
Ω(n2/(log4(n) logp(n))) according to properties (1) and (2) that we have proven. By assumption, Atest can
distinguish rank n from rank n− n/ log2 n for matrix H′A in q queries with high probability. So Atest can
be used to compute the maximum matching size with (1± 1/ log n)-approximation rate with O(q log p) bits
of communication. By Theorem 3.16, we have q log p = Ω(n2), which implies that q = Ω(n2/ log p).
We now prove the lower bound for arbitrary d. Let 1 ∈ GF(p)n(1−1/ log d)d ×n(1−1/ log d)d be the all-ones
matrix and A ∈ GF(p) d1−1/ log d× d1−1/ log d be the above hard instance. We do the Kronecker product to
generate matrix C = 1⊗A ∈ GF(p)n×n. If there exists a non-adaptive algorithm Atest that can correctly
test whether C has rank at most d or is far from having rank d with cd2/ log p queries and high probability for
an absolute constant c, the algorithm Atest can also test whether A has rank at most d or is far from having
rank d with cd2/ log p queries by outputting the same result as testing C. This leads to a contradiction.
Theorem 3.17 is tight up to a logarithmic factor. Indeed, there is an O(d2) upper bound for every field,
independent of , as follows. If A is an (unknown) n× n matrix and has rank at least d+ 1, the matrix SAT
will have rank at least d + 1 with high probability for random S of d + 1 rows and T of d + 1 columns;
furthermore, this matrix product can be computed in the matrix sensing model because (SAT)i,j can be
written as 〈A,Si,:T:,j〉i,j , which is in the form of matrix sensing. Computing SAT uses only (d + 1)2
measurements instead of the d2/ we need for reading entries.
4 Non-Adaptive Stable Rank Testing
In this section and onwards, we study the problem of non-adaptively testing numerical properties of real-
valued matrices. They can be studied under a unified framework in this section.
Roughly, our analytical framework reduces the testing problem to a sequence of estimation problems
without involving poly(n) in the sample complexity. Our framework consists of two levels of estimation:
(1) a constant-factor approximation to the statistic X of interest (e.g., stable rank), and (2) a more accurate
(1± τ)-approximation to X .
Definition 5 (Stable Rank). The stable rank of A is defined by srank(A) = ‖A‖2F /‖A‖2, where ‖A‖F is
the Frobenius norm and ‖A‖ the spectral norm (largest singular value).
Problem 4.1 (Stable Rank Testing in the Entry Model). Let A ∈ Rn×n be a matrix which satisfies ‖A‖∞ ≤ 1
and has one of promised properties:
H0. A has stable rank at most d;
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H1. A is /d-far from having stable rank at most d, meaning that A requires changing at least an /d-
fraction of its entries to have stable rank at most d.
The problem is to design a property testing algorithm that outputs H0 with probability at least 0.99 if A ∈ H0,
and output H1 with probability at least 0.99 if A ∈ H1, with the least number of queried entries.
4.1 Upper Bounds
Lemma 4.1 ([40, Theorem 1.8]). Let A be an n × n matrix. Let Q be a uniformly random subset of
{1, 2, . . . , n} of expected cardinality q with replacement. Then
E ‖A|Q‖ .
√
q
n
‖A‖+
√
log q‖A‖(n/q),
where A|Q = (Ai,j)i∈Q,j≤n is a random row-submatrix of A, and ‖A‖(n/q) is the average of n/q biggest
Euclidean lengths of the columns of A.
Lemma 4.2. Let x ∼ Unif(Sn−1). Then with probability at least 1− n−2, we have ‖x‖∞ ≤
√
2 logn
n .
Algorithm 7 Algorithm for stable rank testing under sampling/sensing model
. Lines 1-2 estimate the Frobenius norm of A.
1: Uniformly sample q0 = O(
√
d
2.5
) entries A, forming vector y.
2: X ← n2q0 ‖y‖22. . X is an estimator of ‖A‖2F .
3: if X ≤ 910(1− 1d)n2 then
4: Output “stable rank ≤ d”.
5: else
6: Uniformly sample a q × q submatrix A˜′ with q = O(d logn ).
7: if ‖A˜′‖ ≤ C0
√
X√
c1d
q
n then
8: Output “/d-far from being stable rank ≤ d”.
9: else
10: Run Algorithm 9 (with τ = Θ(/d1/4)) for the sampling model or Algorithm 11 (with τ =
Θ(/(d1/4
√
log n))) for the sensing model to obtain an operator norm estimate Z.
11: if Z2 ≥ Xd then
12: Output “stable rank ≤ d”.
13: else
14: Output “/d-far from being stable rank ≤ d”.
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that d = Ω((1/)1/3). Then (a) Algorithm 7 is a correct algorithm for the stable rank
testing problem with failure probability at most 1/3 under the sampling model, and it reads O(d3
4
log2 n)
entries; (b) Algorithm 7 is a correct algorithm for the stable rank testing problem with failure probability at
most 1/3 under the sensing model, and it makes O(d2.5
2
log n) sensing queries.
Proof. When A is /d-far from being stable rank at most d, we claim that ‖A‖2F ≥ n2(1− 1d). Otherwise,
replacing any nd rows of A with all-one row vectors 1
>’s results in a new matrix B such that ‖B‖2 ≥ n2d
and ‖B‖2F = ‖A‖2F + n
2
d ≤ n2(1− 1d) + n
2
d = n
2, leading to srank(B) ≤ d, a contradiction. We note
that by sampling q0 entries from A and stacking them as vector y, the resulting estimator X = n
2
q20
‖y‖22
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satisfies E[X] = ‖A‖2F and Var[X] ≤ n2(n4/q20)(q0/n2) = n4/q0. So by the Chebyshev’s inequality, when
q0 = O(n4/(τ2‖A‖4F )) we have
Pr
[|X − ‖A‖2F | > τ‖A‖2F ] ≤ n4/q0τ2‖A‖4F ≤ 13 .
Thus we have
(1− τ)‖A‖2F ≤ X ≤ (1 + τ)‖A‖2F , (8)
where τ will be specified later multiple times. So the algorithm is correct in Step 4 with constant τ (although
we over-sample entries here for later purpose).
Let c1 > 1 be an absolute constant to be specified later. We discuss two separate cases.
Case (i). srank(A) > c1d when A is far from srank(A) ≤ d.
We first discuss the case when A is far from srank(A) ≤ d. Let U be a uniformly random n × n
orthogonal matrix and let A′row be the matrix after uniform row sampling of A of expected cardinality
q. Note that ‖A′row‖ = ‖A′rowU‖, and (AU)i,: = Ai,:U uniformly distributes on ‖Ai,:‖2 · Sn−1. So
‖Ai,:U‖2∞ ≤ 2‖Ai,:U‖22 log(n)/n for any fixed iwith probability at least 1−1/n2 by Lemma 4.2. Therefore,
with probability at least 1 − 1/n by a union bound over all rows, ‖AU‖2col ≤ 2‖A‖2F log(n)/n, where
‖A‖col represents the maximum `2 norm among all columns of A. By Lemma 4.1,
E ‖A′row‖ ≤ C ′1
√
q
n
‖A‖+ C ′2
√
log q
√
log n
n
‖A‖F
for absolute constants C ′1 and C ′2, and by the Markov bound, with probability at least 0.9,
‖A′row‖ ≤ C1
√
q
n
‖A‖+ C2
√
log q
√
log n
n
‖A‖F
≤ C1
√
q
n
‖A‖F√
c1d
+ C2
√
log q
√
log n
n
‖A‖F (since srank(A) > c1d)
≤ 1√
1− τ
(
C1
√
q
c1d
+ C2
√
log q log n
)√
X
n
(by Eqn. (8))
for absolute constants C1 and C2. By the Markov bound, we also have with constant probability that
‖A′row‖2F ≤ c′
q
n
‖A‖2F ≤ c
q
n
X.
Conditioning on this event, by applying the same argument on the column sampling of A′row, we have
‖A˜′‖ ≤ C1
√
q
n
‖A′row‖+ C2
√
log q
√
log n
n
‖A′row‖F
≤ C1
√
q
n
1√
1− τ
(
C1
√
q
c1d
+ C2
√
log q log n
)√
X
n
+ C2
√
log q
√
log n
n
√
qc
√
X
n
≤ C0 1√
1− τ
√
X√
c1d
q
n
(because the first term dominates as q  d)
≤ C ′0
√
1 + τ
1− τ
‖A‖F√
c1d
q
n
, (by Eqn. (8))
where A˜′ is the matrix after the column sampling of A′row, and C0, C ′0 are absolute constants.
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On the other hand, when srank(A) ≤ d and q = O(d logn ), we have with high probability that
‖A˜′‖ ≥ C q
n
‖A‖ = C q
n
‖A‖F√
srank(A)
≥ C q
n
‖A‖F√
d
,
where the first inequality holds by applying Lemma B.1 twice on row and column sampling (set β = Θ()
and τ = Θ(1) there). By setting c1 as a large absolute constant, we have
C ′0
√
1 + τ
1− τ
‖A‖F√
c1d
q
n
< C
q
n
‖A‖F√
d
.
Thus we can distinguish (a) srank(A) ≤ d from (b) srank(A) /d-far from being at most d by checking
‖A˜′‖ in Case (i).
Case (ii). srank(A) ≤ c1d when A is far from srank(A) ≤ d.
We now show that we can distinguish the two cases of srank(A) ≤ d from srank(A) being /d-far from
at most d, suppose we have an accurate estimator to estimate the stable rank.
Let u ∈ Sn−1 be a unit vector such that ‖A‖ = ‖Au‖2, i.e., u is a right singular vector corresponding to
the largest singular value. First we claim that we can drop off coordinates in u that are at most θ/
√
n for
some small constant θ without affecting ‖Au‖2 by too much.
Let u′ be the vector obtained from u by zeroing out the coordinates of u which are at least θ/
√
n, then
‖Au′‖22 ≤ ‖A‖2‖u′‖22 ≤ ‖A‖2n
(
θ√
n
)2
≤ θ2‖A‖2,
and thus
‖A(u− u′)‖2 ≥ ‖Au‖2 − ‖Au′‖2 ≥ (1− θ)‖A‖.
Let u′′ = u− u′ and v = Au′′/‖Au′′‖2, then (1− θ)‖A‖ ≤ 〈Au′′,v〉. Next we show similarly that we
can drop off coordinates in v that are at most θ/
√
n. Similarly we let v′ be the vector obtained from v by
zeroing out the coordinates of v which are at least θ/
√
n, then ‖v′‖2 ≤ θ, hence
〈Au′′,v − v′〉 ≥ (1− θ)‖A‖ − 〈Au′′,v′〉 ≥ (1− θ)‖A‖ − ‖Au′′‖2‖v′‖2 ≥ (1− 2θ)‖A‖.
Let v′′ = v − v′. Observe that
(1− 2θ)‖A‖F√
c1d
≤ (1− 2θ)‖A‖ ≤ 〈Au′′,v′′〉 ≤ ‖Au′′‖∞‖v′′‖1 ≤ ‖u′′‖1‖v′′‖1,
where we used the fact that |Aij | ≤ 1 in the last inequality. This implies that at least one of ‖u′′‖1 and ‖v′′‖1
is at least
√
(1− 2θ)‖A‖F /(c1d)1/4 = c
√‖A‖F /d1/4 for some constant c = √1− 2θ/c1/41 .
Without loss of generality, assume that ‖u′′‖1 ≥ c
√‖A‖F /d1/4. Next we shall argue that we can drop
large coordinates from u′′ by affecting ‖u′′‖1 by at most a constant factor. To see this, let I = {i : |u′′i | ≥ κ}
for some κ to be determined later. It follows that |I| ≤ 1/κ2 and
‖u′′I‖1 ≤
√
|I| ‖u′′I‖2 ≤
1
κ
=
c
2
√‖A‖F
d1/4
,
provided that
κ =
2d1/4
c
√‖A‖F .
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Let xˆ = u′′ − u′′I , we see that ‖xˆ‖1 ≥ 12‖u′′‖1. For notational simplicity let S = supp(xˆ).
Suppose that A is /d-far from being stable rank at most d, and we reorder the rows of A such that
|〈A1,:,u〉| ≤ |〈A2,:,u〉| ≤ · · · ≤ |〈An,:,u〉|. Let m = n2d|S| (we shall verify that m ≤ n later). For
i = 1, . . . ,m, change Ai,j to sgn(xˆj) for all j ∈ S if 〈Ai,Sc ,u〉 ≥ 0, and change Ai,j to − sgn(xˆj) for all
j ∈ S if 〈Ai,Sc ,u〉 < 0, yielding a matrix B and we know that srank(B) > d.
Now we verify that m ≤ n so that the aforementioned change is valid. It is clear that |S| ≥ ‖xˆ‖1/κ, and
so
m ≤ n
2
d · ‖xˆ‖1/κ ≤
n2
d
· 4
√
d
c2‖A‖F ≤
8
√

c2
√
d
n < n,
provided that  ≤ 0 for some absolute constant 0 small enough.
We observe that
‖B‖2F ≤ ‖A‖2F +m|S|, (9)
and
‖B‖2 ≥ ‖Bu‖22 ≥
n∑
i=m+1
〈Ai,:,u〉2 +m‖xˆ‖21
≥
(
1− m
n
)
‖Au‖22 +m‖xˆ‖21
=
(
1− m
n
)
‖A‖2 +m‖xˆ‖21.
(10)
It follows from srank(B) > d that
d < srank(B) =
‖B‖2F
‖B‖2 ≤
‖A‖2F +m|S|
(1− mn )‖A‖2 +m‖xˆ‖21
,
or,
d
(
1− m
n
)
‖A‖2 < ‖A‖2F
(
1− m(d‖xˆ‖
2
1 − |S|)
‖A‖2F
)
. (11)
Next we claim that it holds under certain assumptions
d‖xˆ‖21 ≥
1
η1
|S|. (12)
Observe that
d‖xˆ‖21
|S| = d‖xˆ‖1
‖xˆ‖1
|S| ≥ d ·
‖u′′‖1
2
· θ√
n
≥ d 34 cθ
√
‖A‖F
n
, (13)
which is at least 1/η1, provided that
‖A‖F ≥ n
d
3
2 c2θ2η21
. (14)
This holds when d = Ω((1/)1/3) since we know that ‖A‖2F = Ω(n2).
Hence under the assumption (14) it follows from (11) that
d
(
1− m
n
)
‖A‖2 < ‖A‖2F
(
1− (1− η1)md‖xˆ‖
2
1
‖A‖2F
)
. (15)
Note that
(1− η1)md‖xˆ‖
2
1
‖A‖2F
≥ (1− η1)md ·
c2
4 · ‖A‖F√d
‖A‖2F
=
(1− η1)c2
4
m ·
√
d
‖A‖F ≥
1
η2
· m
n
,
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provided that
‖A‖F ≤ η2(1− η1)c
2
4
n
√
d. (16)
Combining (14) and (16) leads to that
d ≥ 2
c2θη1
√
(1− η1)η2
=
2
√
c1
θ(1− 2θ)η1
√
(1− η1)η2
. (17)
Now, under both assumptions (14) and (17), it follows from (15) that
‖A‖2F
d‖A‖2 ≥ 1 + (1− η1 − η2)
md‖xˆ‖21
‖A‖2F
≥ 1 + (1− η1 − η2) n
2
d‖A‖2F
· d‖xˆ‖
2
1
|S|
≥ 1 + (1− η1 − η2)cθ n
3/2
d1/4‖A‖3/2F
, (by (13))
Choosing θ = 1/4, η1 + η2 < 1, we see from (17) that we shall need d = Ω(
√
c1). It is also easy to verify
that (16) is satisfied for such d. Overall, we see that we shall need τ = Θ
(
n3/2
d1/4‖A‖3/2F
)
in (8).
We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.3.
Result (a): In fact, We have an accurate estimator to estimate the stable rank by reading anO(d1.5 log(n)/2)×
O(d1.5 log(n)/2) submatrix: combining Theorem B.2 with Eqn. (8) yields an accurate estimator of the
stable rank of A:
(1−Θ(τ)) · srank(A) ≤ X
‖A˜‖2
≤ (1 + Θ(τ)) · srank(A).
Setting τ as Θ( 
d1/4
) gives the claimed result immediately.
Result (b): It follows from setting τ = Θ( 
d1/4
) in Theorem B.4 on sketching complexity.
4.2 Lower Bounds
Lemma 4.4 (Corollary 5.35, [46]). Let A be an m × n (m > n) matrix whose entries are independent
standard normal random variables. Then for every t ≥ 0 and fixed v ∈ Rn, it holds with probability at least
1− 2 exp(−t2/2) that
√
m−√n− t ≤ σmin(A) ≤ σmax(A) ≤
√
m+
√
n+ t.
Lemma 4.5 (Lemma 1, [26]). Let X ∼ χ2(k). Then we have the tail bound
Pr[k − 2
√
kx ≤ X ≤ k + 2
√
kx+ 2x] ≥ 1− 2e−x.
Lemma 4.6 (Theorem 4, [32]). Let u1, ...,ur be i.i.d. N (0, Im) vectors and v1, ...,vr be i.i.d. N (0, In)
vectors and further suppose that {ui} and {vi} are independent. Let D1 = G(m,n) and D2 = G(m,n) +∑r
i=1 siuiv
>
i , where s = [s1, ..., sr]
> and G(m,n) represents m×n i.i.d. standard Gaussian matrix over R.
Denote by L1 and L2 the corresponding distribution of the linear sketch of size k on D1 and D2. Then there
exists an absolute constant c > 0 such that dTV (L1,L2) ≤ 1/10 whenever k ≤ c/‖s‖42, where dTV (·, ·)
represents the total variation distance between two distributions.
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Theorem 4.7. Let  ∈ (0, 1/3) and let d ≥ 4. For A ∈ R(d/2)×d, any algorithm that distinguishes
“srank(A) ≤ d0” from “A being 0/d0-far from stable rank≤ d0” with error probability at most 1/6 requires
measurements Ω(d2/(2 log(d/))) for any linear sketch, where d0 = d1+Θ() and 0 = Θ(

log2(d/)
).
Remark 1. Theorem 4.7 can be generalized to the (d/2)× (d/2) matrix by concatenating the columns of
two hard instances in Theorem 4.7 (1/2) times. This scales up all singular values in our (d/2)× d hard
instances by a factor of 1/, and thus the stable rank remains the same. Observe that the bounds on ‖G‖,
‖G‖F and ‖S‖F in (20) and (21) in the proof below are also scaled up by 1/. The concatenated matrix is
therefore 0/d0-far from having stable rank at most d0 following the same argument.
Proof. Let m = d/2 and n = d. We will apply Lemma 4.6 with r = 1. To this end, we need to justify that
C
log(d/)
G and
C
log(d/)
(G0 + s1uv
>)
differ in the stable rank (i.e., srank(G) > d0 ≥ srank(G0+s1uv>)) and that G is rigid (i.e., changing 0/d0-
fraction of entries of G would not change the stable rank of G to be less than d0), where the multiplicative
factor C/ log(d/) is to keep the maximum absolute value of entries in the two hard instances less than 1,
G,G0 ∼ G(m,n), u ∼ N (0, Im), v ∼ N (0, In), and s1 = 3
√
/d. Note that by Lemma 4.6, we cannot
distinguish G from G′ := G0 + s1uv> with Ω(d2/2) samples. So if the stable ranks of G and G′ have a
gap, we cannot detect the gap either.
For the operator norm, on one hand, it follows from Lemma 4.4 that with probability at least 1 −
2 exp(−d/2),
(1− 1.1)
√
d

≤ σmin(G) ≤ σmax(G) ≤ (1 + 1.1)
√
d

,
for an absolute constant C0 > 0. On the other hand, with probability ≥ 1− exp(−Ω(d)) we have∥∥∥G0 + s1uv>∥∥∥2 = sup
x∈Sn−1
∥∥∥G0x + s1uv>x∥∥∥2
2
≥
∥∥G0v + s1uv>v∥∥22
‖v‖22
=
‖G0v‖22
‖v‖22
+ s21‖u‖22‖v‖22 + 2〈G0v, s1u〉
≥
(
(1− 1.1)
√
d
2
)2
+ 0.92s21
d2
2
−O
(
d√

)
≥
(
(1− 1.1)
√
d
2
)2
+ 0.92s21
d2
2
−O
(
d√

)
≥ ((1− 1.1)2 + 7.29) d
2
−O
(
d√

)
≥ ((1− 1.1)2 + 7.29) d
2
−O
(
d√

)
≥ (1 + 2)2 d
2
,
where the second inequality (line 4) follows from the concentration of the quadratic form (see, e.g., [41])
Pr
u,v
{|vTG0u| > t} ≤ 2 exp
(
−cmin
{
t
‖G0‖ ,
t2
‖G0‖2F
})
(18)
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for fixed G0; since ‖G0‖ '
√
d/ and ‖G0‖2F ' d2/2 with high probability, we can take t = Θ(d3/2/).
For the Frobenius norm, we note that∥∥∥∥G0 + 3√ duv>
∥∥∥∥2
F
= ‖G0‖2F + 9

d
‖uv>‖2F + 6
√

d
〈G0,uv>〉.
Observe that ‖G0‖2F ∼ χ2(d
2
2
) so ‖G0‖2F = (1 ± Θ( d))d
2
2
with probability ≥ 0.9 by Lemma 4.5, and
9 d‖uv>‖2F = 9 d‖u‖22‖v‖22 = Θ(d ) with high probability. And also, setting t = Θ(d/) in (18), we have
with probability at least 0.9 that |〈G0,uv>〉| = O(d ) and thus 6
√

d |〈G0,uv>〉| = O(
√
d
 ). Therefore,(
1−Θ
( 
d
))
‖G0‖2F ≤
∥∥∥∥G0 + 3√ duv>
∥∥∥∥2
F
≤
(
1 + Θ
( 
d
))
‖G0‖2F .
As a result,
srank(G) =
‖G‖2F
‖G‖2 ≥
d
(1 + 1.2)2
,
and
srank(G′) =
‖G′‖2F
‖G′‖2 ≤
d
(1 + 1.9)2
.
By Lemma 4.6, it is therefore hard to distinguish
srank
(
C
log(d/)
G′
)
= srank(G′) =
‖G′‖2F
‖G′‖2 ≤
d
(1 + 1.9)2
, d0
from
srank
(
C
log(d/)
G
)
= srank(G) =
‖G‖2F
‖G‖2 ≥
d
(1 + 1.2)2
≥ (1 + 1.3)d0, (19)
with sample size O(d2/2), provided that  is sufficiently small.
We now show that Clog(d/)G is rigid, i.e., changing 0/d0-fraction of entries of
C
log(d/)G will not make
srank
(
C
log( d

)
G
)
≤ d0. For any S ∈ R(d/2)×d such that ‖S‖0 = θd log2( d

)
(where 0 < θ < 1) and∥∥∥∥ Clog( d

)
G + S
∥∥∥∥
∞
≤ 1 (thus S has an 0d0 -fraction of non-zero entries and ‖S‖∞ ≤ 2), we have∥∥∥∥ Clog(d/)G + S
∥∥∥∥2
= sup
‖u‖2=1,‖v‖2=1
〈(
C
log(d/)
G + S
)
u,v
〉2
≤ C
2
log2(d/)
sup
‖u‖2=1
‖v‖2=1
〈Gu,v〉2 + sup
‖u‖2=1
‖v‖2=1
〈Su,v〉2 + 2C
log(d/)
sup
‖u‖2=1
‖v‖2=1
〈G>Su,v〉
=
C2
log2(d/)
‖G‖2 + ‖S‖2 + 2C
log(d/)
‖G>S‖
≤ C
2
log2(d/)
‖G‖2 + ‖S‖2 + 2C
log(d/)
‖G>‖‖S‖
≤ C
2
log2(d/)
‖G‖2 + ‖S‖2F +
2C
log(d/)
‖G>‖‖S‖F
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Now, observe that
‖S‖2F ≤
4θd
 log2(d/)
and that, by setting t = O(
√
d/) in Lemma 4.4,
‖G‖ = O
(√
d

)
with probability at least 1− 2 exp(−Ω(d/2)), we have that∥∥∥∥ Clog(d/)G + S
∥∥∥∥2 ≤ C2log2(d/)‖G‖2 +O
(
(θ +
√
θ)d
 log2(d/)
)
≤
(
1 + c1
√
θ
) C2
log2(d/)
‖G‖2, (20)
where c1 > 0 is an absolute constant.
On the other hand, with probability at least 1− c′ exp(−Ω(d/)) it holds that∥∥∥∥ Clog(d/)G + S
∥∥∥∥2
F
≥
(
C
log(d/)
‖G‖F − ‖S‖F
)2
≥
(
1− c2
√
θ
d
)
C2
log2(d/)
‖G‖2F ,
(21)
where c2 > 0 is an absolute constant.
Therefore,
srank
(
C
log(d/)
G + S
)
≥
(
1− c3
√
θ
)
srank
(
C
log(d/)
G
)
> d0,
where c3 > 0 is an absolute constant, and θ is small enough such that the last inequality holds.
We conclude that Clog(d/)G is 0/d0-far from having stable rank ≤ d0. The proof is complete.
5 Non-Adaptive Testing of Schatten-p Norm
We study the problem of testing Schatten-p norms in this section.
5.1 Upper Bounds
Problem 5.1 (Schatten-p Norm Testing in the Bounded Entry Model for p > 2). Let p > 2 and A ∈ Rn×n
be a matrix such that ‖A‖∞ ≤ 1. For an absolute constant c, the matrix A satisfies one of the promised
properties:
H0. ‖A‖pSp ≥ cnp;
H1. A is -far from ‖A‖pSp ≥ cnp, meaning that it requires changing at least an -fraction of the entries of
A such that that ‖A‖pSp ≥ cnp.
The problem is to design a non-adaptive property testing algorithm that outputs H0 with probability at least
0.9 if A ∈ H0, and output H1 with probability at least 0.99 if A ∈ H1, with the least number of queried
entries.
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First we prove a lemma showing that H0 and H1 can be distinguished by the Schatten p-norm.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that p > 2 is a constant. There exist constants c = c(p), C = C(p) and 0 = (p)
such that for any  ∈ [C/n, 0], when A ∈ H1 it holds that ‖A‖pSp ≤ (c− c′)np for some small constant c′
that may depend on p.
Proof. Assume that ‖A‖pSp ≥ c1np for some constant c1 < c, otherwise there is already a constant-factor
gap. Together with the assumption that ‖A‖∞ ≤ 1 and thus ‖A‖2F ≤ n2, it must hold that ‖A‖ ≥ c2n for
c2 = c
1/(p−1)
1 .
We claim that we can find a set T of n rows such that ‖AT c,:‖pSp ≥ (1−C ′)‖A‖
p
Sp for some C
′ (which
may depend on p) and therefore ‖AT c,:‖ ≥ c′2n, where AT c,: stands for a submatrix of A with rows restricted
on the set T c. Consider a random subset T formed by including rows independently with probability , that
is, let δi be the indicator variable whether i ∈ T and E δi = . Denote by Ai,: ∈ R1×n the i-th row of A.
Then we have, by the standard symmetrization trick (see, e.g., [27, Lemma 6.3]), that
E
δi
‖AT,:‖2Sp = Eδi
∥∥∥∥∥∑
i
δiA
>
i,:Ai,:
∥∥∥∥∥
Sp/2
≤ E
δi
∥∥∥∥∥∑
i
(δi − )A>i,:Ai,:
∥∥∥∥∥
Sp/2
+
∥∥∥∥∥∑
i
A>i,:Ai,:
∥∥∥∥∥
Sp/2

≤ 2E
δi
E
i
∥∥∥∥∥∑
i
iδiA
>
i,:Ai,:
∥∥∥∥∥
Sp/2
+ ‖A‖2Sp ,
where i’s are i.i.d. {±1}-valued Rademacher variables with Pr(i = +1) = Pr(i = −1) = 1/2. Applying
the Non-Commutative Khintchine Inequality (abbreviated as NCKI) [35] yields that
E
i
∥∥∥∥∥∑
i
iδiA
>
i,:Ai,:
∥∥∥∥∥
Sp/2
≤
E
i
∥∥∥∥∥∑
i
iδiA
>
i,:Ai,:
∥∥∥∥∥
p/2
Sp/2
2/p (by Jensen’s inequality)
≤ C1
√
p
2
∥∥∥∥∥∥
(∑
i
δi(A
>
i,:Ai,:)
2
) 1
2
∥∥∥∥∥∥
Sp/2
(by NCKI)
≤ C1
√
p
2
∥∥∥∥∥∥maxi ‖Ai,:‖2 ·
(∑
i
δiA
>
i,:Ai,:
) 1
2
∥∥∥∥∥∥
Sp/2
≤ C1
√
p
2
√
n‖AT,:‖Sp/2
≤ C1
√
p
2
n
1
2 |T | 1p ‖AT,:‖Sp , (by Hölder’s inequality)
where the third inequality holds since
∑
i δi(A
>
i,:Ai,:)
2  maxi ‖Ai,:‖22 ·
∑
i δiA
>
i,:Ai,:. Hence, taking
expectation on both sides w.r.t. δi,
E ‖AT,:‖2Sp ≤ C1
√
p
2
n
1
2 (E |T | 2p ) 12 (E ‖AT,:‖2Sp)
1
2 + ‖A‖2Sp (by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality)
≤ C1
√
p
2
n
1
2 (E |T |) 1p (E ‖AT,:‖2Sp)
1
2 + ‖A‖2Sp (by Jensen’s inequality)
≤ C1
√
p
2
n
1
2 (n)
1
p (E ‖AT,:‖2Sp)
1
2 + ‖A‖2Sp ,
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whence we can solve that
E ‖AT,:‖2Sp ≤ C21
p
2

2
pn
1+ 2
p + 4‖A‖2Sp ≤ C2‖A‖2Sp .
That is, we can find T such that ‖AT,:‖2Sp ≤ C2‖A‖2Sp and thus
‖AT c,:‖2Sp = ‖A>T c,:AT c,:‖Sp/2 = ‖A>A−A>T,:AT,:‖Sp/2 ≥ (1− C2)‖A>A‖Sp/2 = (1− C2)‖A‖2Sp
as desired. A Chernoff bound shows that |T | ≥ 0.9n with at least a high constant probability. We can
assume that it happens, since conditioning on this event will increase E ‖AT,:‖2Sp just by a constant factor.
When |T | > n we can just remove rows from T , which only decreases ‖AT,:‖Sp .
Let v be the normalized eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue of A>T c,:AT c,:. We shall
change the rows of T all to v˜ := sgn(v), obtaining a matrix B. Note that B>B = A>T c,:AT c,: + |T |vv> 
A>T c,:AT c,: is a rank-1 PSD perturbation of A
>
T c,:AT c,: and v is the leading eigenvector of A
>
T c,:AT c,:, we
have that for the i-th eigenvalue λi(·),
λi(B
>B) ≥ λi(A>T c,:AT c,:), i ≥ 2.
and the largest eigenvalue
λ1(B
>B) = sup
x:‖x‖2=1
x>(A>T c,:AT c,: + nv˜v˜
>)x
≥ v>(A>T c,:AT c,: + |T |v˜v˜>)v
= λ1(A
>
T c,:AT c,:) + |T |‖v‖21.
Observe that
λ1(A
>
T c,:AT c,:) = ‖AT c,:v‖22 =
∑
i∈T c
〈Ai,:,v〉2 ≤
∑
i∈T c
‖Ai,:‖2∞‖v‖21 ≤ (n− |T |)‖v‖21.
Then
λ1(B
>B) ≥
(
1 +
0.9
1− 
)
λ1(A
>
T c,:AT c,:)
and so
cnp > ‖B‖pSp ≥
(
1 +
0.9
1− 
) p
2
λ
p
2
1 (A
>
T c,:AT c,:) +
∑
i≥2
λ
p
2
i (A
>
T c,:AT c,:)
≥
((
1 +
0.9
1− 
) p
2
− 1
)
(c′2n)
p + ‖AT c,:‖pSp
≥ c3pnp + (1− C ′)‖A‖pSp ,
whence it follows that
‖A‖pSp ≤ (c− (c3p− cC ′))np,
provided that c and  are sufficiently small.
Theorem 5.2. Let p > 2 be a constant, and c and  be as in Lemma 5.1. Then Algorithm 8 is a correct
algorithm for the Schatten-p norm testing problem under the sampling model with probability at least 0.99.
It reads O
(
log2 n
4p/(p−2)
)
entries.
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Algorithm 8 Algorithm for Schatten-p norm testing (p > 2)
. Lines 1-2 estimate the Frobenius norm of A.
1: Uniformly sample q0 = O( 12 ) entries A, forming vector y.
2: X ← n2q0 ‖y‖22. . X is an estimator of ‖A‖2F .
3: Uniformly sample a q × q submatrix A˜′ with q = O( logn ).
4: if ‖A˜′‖ ≤ C0
√
X qn then
5: Output “A ∈ H1”.
6: else
7: Run Algorithm 9 with τ = Θ(p/(p−2)/p) and obtain indices Irow and Icol.
8: A0 ← AIrow,Icol .
9: I ← {i | σi(A0) > (1 + /(3p))n(c/3)1/(p−2)}.
10: if
∑
i∈I σ
p
i (A0) ≥ cnp then
11: Output “A ∈ H0”.
12: else
13: Output “A ∈ H1”.
Proof. When A ∈ H0, we claim that srank(A) = O(1) which is independent of n and 1/. Otherwise,
suppose srank(A) = f(n, 1/). Then ‖A‖ = ‖A‖F /
√
srank(A) ≤ n/f(n, 1/) = o(n). In this case,
‖A‖pSp is maximized when the first r singular values are equal to ‖A‖, where r ≤ n2/‖A‖2 in order to
satisfy ‖A‖F ≤ n. So the maximal ‖A‖pSp is r‖A‖p ≤ n2‖A‖p−2 = o(np), which leads to a contradiction
with A ∈ H0. That is, srank(A) is an absolute constant which is independent of n and 1/, say 4e2. Thus,
when A ∈ H0 we have ‖A‖ = Θ(n) and ‖A‖F = Θ(n), because n ≥ ‖A‖F ≥ ‖A‖Sp ≥ c1/pn.
We note that by sampling q0 entries from A and stacking them as vector y, the resulting estimator
X = n
2
q20
‖y‖22 satisfies E[X] = ‖A‖2F and Var[X] ≤ n2(n4/q20)(q0/n2) = n4/q0. Taking q0 = O(1/2),
we have, by Chebyshev’s inequality, that
Pr
[|X − ‖A‖2F | > n2] ≤ n4/q02n4 ≤ 0.999.
Thus with constant probability,
∣∣X − ‖A‖2F ∣∣ ≤ n2.
We argue that uniformly sampling anO(log(n)/)×O(log(n)/) submatrix of A suffices to distinguish
srank(A) ≤ 4e2 v.s. srank(A) > 4c1e2 for a large absolute constant c1 with a constant probability. To
see this, when srank(A) > 4c1e2, let U be a uniformly random n × n orthogonal matrix and let A′row be
the matrix after uniform row sampling of A of expected cardinality q. Note that ‖A′row‖ = ‖A′rowU‖, and
(AU)i,: = Ai,:U is uniform on ‖Ai,:‖2 · Sn−1. So ‖Ai,:U‖2∞ ≤ 2‖Ai,:U‖22 log(n)/n for any fixed i with
probability at least 1− 1/n2 by Lemma 4.2. Therefore, with probability at least 1− 1/n by union bound over
all rows, ‖AU‖2col ≤ 2‖A‖2F log(n)/n, where ‖A‖col represents the maximum `2 norm among all columns
of A. By Lemma 4.1,
E‖A′row‖ ≤ C ′1
√
q
n
‖A‖+ C ′2
√
log q
√
log n
n
‖A‖F
for absolute constants C ′1 and C ′2, and by a Markov bound, with probability at least 0.999,
‖A′row‖ ≤ C1
√
q
n
‖A‖+ C2
√
log q
√
log n
n
‖A‖F
≤ C1
√
q
n
‖A‖F√
4c1e2
+ C2
√
log q
√
log n
n
‖A‖F (since srank(A) > 4c1e2)
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for absolute constants C1 and C2. By a Markov bound, we also have with constant probability that
‖A′row‖2F ≤ c
q
n
‖A‖2F .
Conditioning on this event, by applying the same argument on the column sampling of A′row, we have
‖A˜′‖ ≤ C1
√
q
n
‖A′row‖+ C2
√
log q
√
log n
n
‖A′row‖F
≤ C1
√
q
n
(
C1
√
q
n
‖A‖F√
4c1e2
+ C2
√
log q
√
log n
n
‖A‖F
)
+ C2
√
log q
√
log n
n
√
cq
n
‖A‖F
≤ C0 ‖A‖F√
4c1e2
q
n
, (because the first term dominates as q  a constant)
where A˜′ is the matrix after the column sampling of A′row, and C0 is an absolute constant. On the other hand,
when srank(A) ≤ 4e2 and q = O( logn ), we have with high probability that
‖A˜′‖ ≥ C q
n
‖A‖ = C q
n
‖A‖F√
srank(A)
≥ C q
n
‖A‖F√
4e2
,
where the first inequality holds by applying Lemma B.1 twice on row and column sampling (set β = Θ()
and τ = Θ(1) there). By setting c1 as a large absolute constant, we have
C0
‖A‖F√
4c1e2
q
n
< C
q
n
‖A‖F√
4e2
.
Thus we can distinguish (a) srank(A) ≤ 4e2 and (b) srank(A) > 4c1e2 by checking ‖A˜′‖. If we find
srank(A) > 4c1e
2, then we can safely output “A ∈ H1”. Therefore, in the following we can assume
srank(A) ≤ 4c1e2.
Recall that, according to Lemma 5.1, there is a multiplicative gap in the Schatten-p norm between case H0
and case H1. Without loss of generality, we assume ‖A‖pSp = (1± )cnp in the following, which represents
the hardest case to distinguish H0 from H1. In that case, srank(A) = O(1) and ‖A‖2F = Θ(n2), as we have
shown in the beginning of the proof.
We now show that with poly(1/) sampled entries, we can have an estimator which approximates ‖A‖pSp
up to (1 ± ) factor; therefore, we can distinguish H0 from H1 due to the gap of ‖A‖pSp in the two cases.
Consider all singular values of A which are at most n/
√
r and consider ‖A‖pSp . This is maximized when
there are as many singular values as possible that are equal to n/
√
r. Note that there can be at most r singular
values of value n/
√
r, since ‖A‖2F ≤ n2 for ‖A‖∞ ≤ 1. Therefore, the total contribution of singular values
which are no larger than n/
√
r is at most npr1−p/2. So if r = (c/3)
2
2−p , this quantity is at most cnp/3.
Thus all singular values less than n(c/3)
1
p−2 contribute not too much, at most cnp/3. For the remaining
singular values (i.e., σi(A) > n(c/3)
1
p−2 ), by Theorem B.2, with O
(
p4
4p/(p−2) log
2 n
)
samples we have
∣∣σ2i (A)− σ2i (A0)∣∣ = ∣∣∣σi(A>A)− σi(A>0 A0)∣∣∣ ≤ ‖A>A−A>0 A0‖ ≤ 23p (c3 ) 2p−2 ‖A‖2
≤ 2
3p
(c
3
) 2
p−2
n2 <
2
3p
σ2i (A),
namely, σpi (A0) = (1± /3)σpi (A). Therefore,∑
i: σi(A)>n(c/3)1/(p−2)
σpi (A0) = (1± /3)
∑
i: σi(A)>n(c/3)1/(p−2)
σpi (A) = (1± 2/3)‖A‖pSp ,
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where the last ⊆ holds because all singular values less than n(c/3) 1p−2 contribute at most cnp/3. Let
I = {i | σi(A0) > (1 + /(3p))n(c/3)1/(p−2)} and J = {i | σi(A) > n(c/3)1/(p−2)}. We note that
I ⊆ J , and that all singular values of A less than (1 + /(3p))n(c/3) 1p−2 contribute not too much, at most
cnp/2, by a similar analysis as above. Therefore, those singular values of A that lie in J \I contribute at
most cnp/6, and by the relation σpi (A0) = (1± /3)σpi (A) for all i ∈ J , those singular values of A0 that
lie in J \I contribute at most cnp/5. Therefore∑
i∈I
σpi (A0) =
∑
i∈J
σpi (A0)±
cnp
5
= (1± )‖A‖pSp ,
as desired.
5.2 Lower Bounds
Problem 5.2 (Schatten-p Norm Testing in the Bounded Entry Model for p ∈ [1, 2)). Let p ∈ [1, 2) and
A ∈ Rn×n with ‖A‖∞ ≤ 1. For a constant c, the matrix A satisfies one of the promised properties:
H0. ‖A‖pSp ≥ cn1+p/2;
H1. A is -far from ‖A‖pSp ≥ cn1+p/2, meaning that it requires changing at least an -fraction of entries
of A such that ‖A‖pSp ≥ cn1+p/2.
The problem is to design a non-adaptive property testing algorithm that outputs H0 with probability at least
0.9 if A ∈ H0, and output H1 with probability at least 0.9 if A ∈ H1, with the least number of queried
entries.
Suppose that G ∼ G(n, n) and O is a random n × n orthogonal matrix. Consider two distributions
D1 = 1+η√n G and D2 = O + η√nG, where η > 0 is a small absolute constant. The following lemma comes
from a manuscript of Li et al. [29].
Lemma 5.3 ([29]). Consider a linear sketch of length m for random matrices drawn from D1 or D2.
Let L1 and L2 be the induced distribution of the linear sketch of D1 and D2, respectively. There exists
α = α(η) ∈ (0, 1) such that whenever m ≤ αn, it holds that dTV (L1,L2) < 1/10.
Theorem 5.4. Let p ∈ [1, 2) be a constant. There exist constants c = c(p) and 0 = 0(p) such that for any
 ≤ 0 and A ∈ Rn×n, any non-adaptive algorithm that correctly tests H0 against H1 with probability at
least 0.99 must make Ω(n) queries (i.e., the sketch size is Ω(n)).
Proof. Consider the hard distributionsD1 andD2 for Lemma 5.3. For p < 2, it is a well-known fact that with
high probability over G ∼ G(n, n), it holds that ‖ 1√
n
G‖ ≤ 2(1 + o(1)) and ‖ 1√
n
G‖pSp ≤ (1 + o(1))cpn
for some constant cp < 1 that depends only on p. Hence with high probability, when A ∼ D1, it holds
that ‖A‖pSp ≤ (1 + o(1))(1 + η)cpn. On the other hand, with high probability, when A ∼ D2, it follows
from the triangle inequality that ‖A‖pSp ≥ (1− (1 + o(1))ηc
1/p
p )pn. Therefore, when η is sufficiently small
(depending on p only), there is a constant-factor multiplicative gap in ‖A‖pSp between D1 and D2.
Let C be a large constant to be determined. We truncate D1 and D2 by applying the map
x 7→ max
{
min
{
x,
C√
n
}
,− C√
n
}
entrywise to the matrices, resulting in two new distributions D˜1 and D˜2. We claim that with high probability,
there remains a constant-factor multiplicative gap in ‖A‖pSp between D˜1 and D˜2. It suffices to show that with
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high probability, truncation incurs only a change of cn for some small constant c > 0 in ‖A‖pSp for both D1
and D2.
Suppose that A ∼ D1, and let A˜ be the truncated matrix. We can write A˜ = A + 1√nB, where B is a
random matrix with i.i.d. entries following a truncated Gaussian distribution N˜C(0, 1) whose probability
density function is
fC(t) = (1− pC)δ(t) + 1√
2pi
exp
(
−(|t|+ C)
2
2
)
,
where δ(t) is the Dirac delta function and
pC =
2√
2pi
∫ ∞
C
exp
(
−x
2
2
)
dx =: erfc
(
C√
2
)
.
One can also calculate that
mC := E |Bij |2 (22)
has a subgaussian decay w.r.t. C. It follows from a Chernoff bound that ‖B‖2F ≤ 2mCn2 with high
probability. Since ‖B‖Sp ≤ n
1
p
− 1
2 ‖B‖F ≤
√
2mCn
1
p
+ 1
2 , we see that ‖ 1√
n
B‖Sp ≤
√
2mCn
1
p , where the
constant factor can be made arbitrarily small by choosing C large enough; that is, truncating A ∼ D1 incurs
only a constant factor loss (where the constant can be made arbitrarily small) in ‖A‖pSp with probability≥ 0.999.
Next, suppose that A′ ∼ D2 and we write the truncation as A˜′ = A′ + B′. It is a classical result [9] that
lim
n→∞Pr{
√
nOij ≤ t} = Pr
g∼N (0,1)
{g ≤ t}. (23)
Observe that A′ij
dist
= Oij +
η√
n
g′ and Aij
dist
= 1√
n
g + η√
n
g′ with the same additive ‘noise’ η√
n
g′, where
g, g′ ∼ N(0, 1) are independent, it follows that Pr{√nA′ij ≤ t} → Pr{
√
nAij ≤ t} for any (fixed) t as
n→∞ (note that √nAij dist= (1 + η)g and does not depend on n). Hence each entry of B′ij is stochastically
dominated by 1√
n
N˜C/2(0, 1). Similarly to before, E ‖B′‖Sp ≤ n
1
p
− 1
2 E ‖B′‖F ≤ √mC/2n
1
p , and thus by
Markov’s inequality, with probability ≥ 0.999 it holds that ‖B′‖Sp ≤ 1000√mC/2n
1
p ; that is, truncating
A′ ∼ D2 incurs only a constant factor loss (where the constant can be made arbitrarily small) in ‖A′‖pSp with
probability ≥ 0.999.
Now, the matrices from
√
n
C D˜1 and
√
n
C D˜2 have entries bounded by 1, and with high probability, ‖A‖Sp ≤
c1n
1
2
+ 1
p when A ∼
√
n
C D˜1 and ‖A‖Sp ≥ c2n
1
2
+ 1
p when A ∼
√
n
C D˜2, for constants c1 < c2 (depending on
η and C). Our result of the theorem would follow immediately from Theorem 5.4 once we establish that
with high probability, a random matrix from
√
n
C D˜1 is -far from having Schatten p-norm at least c2n
1
2
+ 1
p .
Indeed, let E denote the pertubation to A such that ‖E‖0 ≤ n2 and ‖A + E‖∞ ≤ 1. Since ‖A‖∞ ≤ 1, it
must hold that ‖E‖∞ ≤ 2. Thus ‖E‖Sp ≤ n
1
p
− 1
2 ‖E‖F ≤ 2
√
n
1
p
+ 1
2 . When  is sufficiently small, it is easy
to see via triangle inequality that there remains a constant-factor gap between ‖A + E‖Sp and c2n
1
2
+ 1
p .
6 Non-adaptive Testing of Matrix Entropy
Recall that we defined in Eq. (3) the entropy of a matrix A ∈ Rn×n as
H(A) =
−∑i σ2i (A)n2 log σ2i (A)n2∑
i
σ2i (A)
n2
,
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with the convention that 0 · ∞ = 0. For matrices A satisfying ‖A‖∞ ≤ 1, it holds that σi(A) ≤ n for all i
and the entropy above coincides with the usual Shannon entropy. Note that scaling only changes the entropy
additively; that is, H(βA) = H(A)− log β2.
Our goal in this section is to show that the following testing problem on matrix entropy has a lower bound
of Ω(n) queries.
Problem 6.1 (Entropy Testing in the Bounded Entry Model). Let A ∈ Rn×n be a matrix with bounded
absolute values of entries by 1. For some absolute constant c, A has one of promised properties:
H0. H(A) ≤ log n+ log log log n− c;
H1. A is logn log logn -far from having entropy at most log n+ log log log n− c, meaning that A requires
changing at least an logn log logn -fraction of its entries so that H(A) ≤ log n+ log log log n− c.
The problem is to design a non-adaptive property testing algorithm that outputs H0 with probability at least
0.9 if A ∈ H0, and output H1 with probability at least 0.9 if A ∈ H1, with the least number of queried
entries.
Theorem 6.1. There exist absolute constants c > 0 and 0 > 0 such that for any  ≤ 0 and A ∈ Rn×n, any
non-adaptive algorithm that correctly tests H0 against H1 with probability at least 0.99 must make Ω(n)
queries (i.e., the sketch size is Ω(n)).
Proof. Consider the hard instances D˜1 of truncated Gaussian random matrices and D˜2 of truncated random
orthogonal matrices in the proof of Theorem 5.4. We first claim that with high probability, their entropies are
different by an additive constant.
Suppose that G ∼ G(n, n) and O is a uniformly random orthogonal matrix. It is clear that H(√nO) =
log n. Let G′ = 1√
n
G, we have that
H(G) = H(
√
nG′) = −
∑
i
σ2i (G
′)
n log
σ2i (G
′)
n∑
i
σ2i (G
′)
n
= −
∑
i σ
2
i (G
′) log σ2i (G
′)∑
i σ
2
i (G
′)
+ log n.
It follows from the Marchenko-Pastur law that, even with truncation of entries (this fact is actually used in
the proof of the Marchenko-Pastur law, see, e.g., [4, Section 3.1.3]), the denominator and the numerator both
converge to its expected value almost surely, with a rate of convergence of O(1/√n). Let
p(x) =
√
x(4− x)
2pix
, x ∈ [0, 4]
be the density function of the Marchenko-Pastur law, then the first term is concentrated around
−
∫ 4
0 (x log x)p(x) dx∫ 4
0 xp(x) dx
= −1
2
.
This shows an additive constant difference between the entropy of truncated Gaussian random matrices and
scaled random orthogonal matrices. Specifically, H( 1CG) ≤ log n+ 2 logC − c with high probability for
some absolute constant c close to 1/2, and H(
√
n
C O) = log n+ 2 logC.
Next we shall show that the perturbation η√
n
G, truncation and the change of at most n2/(log n log log n)
entries altogether will affect the entropy of
√
n
C O by at most an additive constant that can be made arbitrarily
small (depending on η, the truncation threshold C and ). Viewing all changes as a perturbation matrix
E, we have with probability ≥ 0.99 that ‖E‖2F ≤ 3(2ηn + 100mC/2 + logn log logn)n2, where 2ηn n2 comes
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from η√
n
G, 100mC/2n2 from the truncation of entries (recall the fact that an individual entry of O can be
approximated byN (0, 1/n); see the proof of Theorem 5.4) and logn log lognn2 from the change of the entries.
Setting C = C1
√
log logn for some large absolute value C1, we have that
‖E‖2F ≤ 3
(
2η
n
+
1
poly(log n)
+
0
log n log logn
)
n2 ≤ 40
log n log log n
n2.
For notational simplicity, let ′ = 40, si = σi(O + C√nE) and δi = si − 1. Since
H
(√
nO + E
C
)
= H
(
O +
C√
n
E
)
− log n+ logC2 = −
∑
i s
2
i log s
2
i∑
i s
2
i
+ log n+ logC2,
we wish to show that the first term on the right-hand side is at most a constant. By the Hoffman-Wielandt
inequality, we have that ∑
i
δ2i ≤
∥∥∥∥ C√nE
∥∥∥∥2
F
≤ C
2
1
′n
log n
(24)
Consider the problem of minimizing
f(δ1, . . . , δn) = −
∑
i(1 + δi)
2 log(1 + δi)
2∑
i(1 + δi)
2
subject to the constraint (24). In the interior of the region, one can verify using calculus that the extremal
value is attained when δi’s are all equal for those δi 6= −1. One can further verify that the extremal value
in the interior of the region is the maximal value. On the boundary of the region, one can use Lagrange
multipliers to obtain that the extremal value is attained when nonzero δi’s are all equal. It then follows that
the function attains the minimum value when δ1 = C1
√
′n/ log n and δ2 = · · · = δn = 0, in which case
one can calculate
f(δ1, . . . , δn) = −C21′ + o(1).
We can take 0 to be sufficiently small such thatC21
′ is smaller than the additive gap betweenH( 1CG) and
H(
√
n
C O). This shows that there would still be an additive constant gap between D˜1 and D˜2 after changing
n2/(log n log log n) entries to a matrix drawn from D˜2. The lower bound follows from Theorem 5.3, where
we can ignore the additive Gaussian term in the two hard instances there by letting η be arbitrarily small.
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A Other Related Works
Property Testing of Low-Rank Matrices. Krauthgamer and Sasson [25] studied the problem of property
testing of data dimensionality, building upon earlier work of Parnas and Ron [39]. They presented algorithms
for testing low dimensionality of a set of vectors and for testing whether a matrix is of low rank. Their
algorithm achieves O(d2/2) non-adaptive samples by uniformly sampling an O(d/)×O(d/) submatrix.
Later Li et al. [30] studied the adaptive testing of matrix rank with a sample complexity upper bound O˜(d2/).
Despite a large amount of work on the positive results of rank testing, non-trivial negative results in this
direction remain absent. Barman et al. [8] studied a slightly different setting of the rank problem by testing
whether H0: rank(A) ≤ d or H1: -far from rank(A) ≤ 20d/2 with a different definition of “-far” in
terms of -approximate rank [1]. The -approximate rank is defined as the minimum rank over matrices that
approximate every entry of A to within an additive . In contrast to these works, we provide the first O˜(d2/)
sample complexity upper bound for the more traditional rank testing problem without any rank gap between
H0 and H1. We complement this positive result with various matching negative results, showing that any
algorithm requires at least Ω˜(d2/) samples in order to succeed with constant probability over various fields.
We also extend the results to sensing oracles and obtain an O(d2) upper bound and an Ω˜(d2) matching lower
bound.
Property Testing of Stable Rank. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that studies the stable
rank (and the Schatten-p norm) testing problem in the bounded entry model. Perhaps the most related work
to ours is [30], which studied non-adaptive testing of stable rank in the bounded row model. In this model,
the rows of A and of the matrix after change have Euclidean norm at most 1. The algorithm determines
if A has stable rank at most d, or requires changing an /d-fraction of rows to have stable rank at most d.
For this problem, Li et al. [30] provided a tight Θ(d/2) bound. We argue that the bounded entry model is
more challenging than the bounded row model, as our restrictions are in fact weaker, which allows for more
flexible options of changing the matrix A.
Estimation of Rank. Estimating the matrix rank is a learning version of the rank testing problem. Balcan
and Harvey [5] showed that the rank of a subsampled submatrix is highly concentrated around its expectation.
Balcan and Zhang [7] proved that uniformly sampling an O(µd log d)×O(µd log d) submatrix suffices to
preserve the rank of the original matrix A, under the standard incoherence assumption that the underlying
rank-d matrix A admits a skinny SVD, i.e., A = UΣV> satisfies max{‖U>ei‖22, ‖V>ei‖22} ≤ µdn for all i.
Unfortunately, in the worst case the incoherence parameter µ may be as large as poly(n), e.g., when A is a
sparse matrix. In contrast, we show that it is possible to detect the rank inexpensively without polynomial
dependence in n in the sample complexity.
Estimation of Schatten-p Norm. The Schatten-p norm has found many applications in differential pri-
vacy [19] and non-convex optimization [6, 16] for p = 1, and in numerical linear algebra [37] for p ∈ {2,∞}.
The paper of [28] studied the problem of sketching Schatten-p norms for various p under the bilinear sketch
and general sketch models. Both the upper bounds and the lower bounds there depend polynomially on n.
For even p ≥ 4, they also proposed the first cycle estimator with a (1± τ) approximation in the sketching
model. More recently, Kong and Valiant [23] applied a similar cycle estimator to approximate the Schatten-p
norm of the covariance matrix with computationally efficient algorithms. Khetan and Oh [22] estimated the
Schatten-p norm in the sampling model by connecting the cycle estimator with the p-cyclic pseudograph, and
showed that when p ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6, 7}, the estimator can be calculated in O(nω) time , where ω < 2.373 is the
exponent of matrix multiplication. For the special case of p =∞ (i.e., estimating the largest singular value),
to obtain a (1 ± ) approximation, one would need to raise p to as large as Θ˜(1/). However, the sample
complexity in prior work blows up if p goes beyond an absolute constant. Though Magdon-Ismail [36]
showed that non-uniform sampling of rows of matrix provides a (1± ) approximation to the largest singular
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value with small samples, the sampling probability depends on the unknown `2 norm of each row. In contrast,
we provide the first non-adaptive algorithm to estimate the largest singular value up to (1± ) relative error
with sample complexity poly(d/), under modest assumptions that the input matrix has stable rank d and a
large Frobenius norm. For constant-factor approximation to the largest singular value ‖ · ‖, Rudelson and
Vershynin [40] showed that uniformly sampling q rows of a matrix A gives a subsampled matrix Arow such
that ‖Arow‖ .
√
q
n‖A‖+
√
log q‖A‖(n/q), where ‖A‖(n/q) is the average of n/q biggest Euclidean lengths
of the columns of A.
B New Operator Norm Estimators
In this section, we develop new (1 ± τ)-approximation estimators to the operator norm in sampling and
sensing models.
B.1 Sampling Algorithms
We first discuss the sampling algorithms which are only allowed to read the entries of a matrix.
B.1.1 Estimation without Eigengap
Before proceeding, we first cite the following result from [36].
Lemma B.1 (Theorem 20, [36]). Let A ∈ Rn×n have rows {At,:}nt=1. Independently sample q rows
At1,:, . . . ,Atq ,: with replacement from A according to the probabilities:
pt ≥ β ‖At,:‖
2
2
‖A‖2F
for β < 1. Let
A0 =

At1,:√
qpt1
...
Atq,:√
qptq
 .
Then if q ≥ 4srank(A)
βτ2
log 2nδ , with probability at least 1− δ, we have
‖A>A−A>0 A0‖ ≤ τ‖A‖2.
Remark 2. Lemma B.1 implies that
(1− τ)‖A‖2 ≤ ‖A0‖2 ≤ (1 + τ)‖A‖2,
because ∣∣‖A‖2 − ‖A0‖2∣∣ = ∣∣∣‖A>A‖ − ‖A>0 A0‖∣∣∣ ≤ ‖A>A−A>0 A0‖ ≤ τ‖A‖2.
Theorem B.2. Suppose that A is an n × n matrix satisfying that ‖A‖2F = Ω(τn2), ‖A‖∞ ≤ 1 and
srank(A) = O(d). Then with probability at least 0.9, the output of Algorithm 9 satisfies (1 − τ)‖A‖ ≤
‖A˜‖ ≤ (1 + τ)‖A‖. The sample complexity is O(d2 log2(n)/τ4).
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Algorithm 9 The sampling algorithm to estimate ‖A‖ up to (1± τ) relative error
. Lines 1-5 estimates the row norms of A and then sample rows non-uniformly.
1: Sample each row of A by Bernoulli distribution with probability O( 1nτ ). Denote by Srow the sampled
set and q = |Srow|.
2: for i← 1 to q do
3: Uniformly sample O( 1τ ) entries from ASrow(i),:, forming vector x.
4: ri ← max{τn‖x‖22, τn}.
5: Sample qrow = O(d lognτ2 ) indices in Srow independently with replacement according to the probability
pi =
ri
r , where r =
∑q
j=1 rj . Denote by Irow the sampled row indices.
. Lines 6-10 estimates the column norms of A and then sample columns non-uniformly.
6: Sample each row with probability O( 1nτ ). Repeat the procedure n times with replacement. Denote the
sampled set by Scol and q′ = |Scol|.
7: for i← 1 to q′ do
8: Uniformly sample O( 1τ ) entries from AIrow,Scol(i) , forming vector x.
9: r′i ← max{τq‖x‖22, τq}.
10: Sample qcol = O(d lognτ2 ) indices in Scol independently with replacement according to the probability
p′i =
r′i
r′ , where r
′ =
∑q′
j=1 r
′
j . Denote by Icol the sampled row indices.
11: A˜← AIrow,Icol . Rescale the rows of A˜ by
{√
q
piqrow
}
and the columns of A˜ by
{√
q′
p′iqcol
}
.
12: return index sets Irow, Icol, scaling factors
{√
q
piqrow
}
,
{√
q′
p′iqcol
}
, A˜, and ‖A˜‖.
Proof of Theorem B.2. We note that for any row Ai,: such that |Ai,j | ≤ 1 and η ≤ ‖Ai,:‖22 ≤ n, uniformly
sampling Θ(nη ) entries of Ai,: suffices to estimate ‖Ai,:‖22 within a constant multiplicative factor. To see this,
we use Chebyshev’s inequality. Let s = Θ(nη ) be the number of sampled entries, Zj be the square of the j-th
sampled entry Ai,l(j) of vector Ai,:, and Z = ns
∑s
j=1 Zj . So Z is an unbiased estimator:
E[Z] =
n
s
sE[Z1] = n
n∑
j=1
1
n
A2i,l(j) = ‖Ai,:‖22.
For the variance, we have
Var[Z] =
n2
s2
s∑
j=1
Var[Zj ] ≤ n
2
s2
s∑
j=1
E[Z2j ] =
n2
s
E[Z21 ] =
n2
s
n∑
j=1
1
n
A4i,j
≤ n
s
n∑
j=1
A2i,j (since |Ai,j | ≤ 1)
= Θ(η)‖Ai,:‖22
≤ Θ(‖Ai,:‖42). (since η ≤ ‖Ai,:‖22)
Therefore, by Chebyshev’s inequality, we have
Pr
[∣∣Z − ‖Ai,:‖22∣∣ ≥ 10‖Ai,:‖22] ≤ 13 .
Note that in Step 5 of Algorithm 9, in total we sample qrow = O(d lognτ2 ) row indices, obeying the
conditions in Lemma B.1 for a constant β. By concentration, with high probability r = O(‖A‖2Fτn ) in Step
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5, because in expectation we sample O( 1
τ2
) entries to estimate r and we scale ‖x‖22 by a τn factor in Steps
3 and 4, and that ‖A‖2F is as large as Ω(τn2). The probability that any given row i is sampled is equal to
1
nτ × rir = Ω( ri‖A‖2F ). Suppose first that ‖Ai,:‖
2
2 ≤ τn. Then we have ri = τn. Consequently, for such i, the
probability of sampling row i is at least Ω( τn‖A‖2F
) ≥ Θ(‖Ai,:‖22‖A‖2F ), just as in Lemma B.1. Suppose next that
‖Ai,:‖22 ≥ τn. Then we have ri = Θ(‖Ai,:‖22). Consequently, for such i, the probability of sampling row i
is at least Ω(‖Ai,:‖
2
2
‖A‖2F
), just as in Lemma B.1. Therefore, in the followings we can set β in Lemma B.1 as an
absolute constant.
It follows from Lemma B.1 that with probability at least 0.9,
(1− τ)‖A‖2 ≤ ‖Arow‖2 ≤ (1 + τ)‖A‖2,
where Arow is the scaled row sampling of A as in Lemma B.1. Conditioning on this event, by applying
Lemma B.1 again to the column sampling of Arow, we have with high probability,
(1− τ)2‖A‖2 ≤ (1− τ)‖Arow‖2 ≤ ‖A˜‖2 ≤ (1 + τ)‖Arow‖2 ≤ (1 + τ)2‖A‖2, (25)
where we have used the fact that srank(Arow) = O(d). The statement srank(Arow) = O(d) holds because
E ‖Arow‖2F = ‖A‖2F and by the Markov bound, we have with constant probability that
‖Arow‖2F ≤ c‖A‖2F ,
so
srank(Arow) =
‖Arow‖2F
‖Arow‖2 ≤
c‖A‖2F
(1− τ)‖A‖2 ≤ Csrank(A) ≤ C
′d.
B.1.2 Estimation with Eigengap
Let A ∈ Rn×n. Suppose that p = 2q. We define a cycle σ to be an ordered pair of a sequence of length q:
λ = ((i1, ..., iq), (j1, ..., jq)) such that ir, jr ∈ [k] for all r. Now we associate with λ a scalar
Aλ =
q∏
`=1
Ai`,j`Ai`+1,j` , (26)
where for convention we define that iq+1 = i1. Denote by
Z =
1
N
N∑
i=1
Aλi . (27)
Our goal is to estimate σ1(A) up to (1± τ) relative error, which is an (1± τ) approximation to ‖A‖.
Theorem B.3. Let τ ∈ (0, 12) be the accuracy parameter and suppose that the input matrix A ∈ Rn×n
satisfies
• ‖A‖∞ ≤ 1;
• ‖A‖F ≥ cn for some absolute constant c > 0;
• σ2(A)/σ1(A) ≤ τγ for some absolute constant γ > 0;
• srank(A) = O(1).
Let N = C1
τ2
exp( c1γ ) and q =
C2
γ for some large constants C1, C2 > 0 and some small constant c1 > 0.
Then with probability at least 0.9, the estimator returned by Algorithm 10 satisfies (1− τ)‖A‖ ≤ Z1/(2q)n ≤
(1 + τ)‖A‖. The sample complexity is Θ(Nq) = Θ
(
1
γτ2
exp( c1γ )
)
.
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Algorithm 10 Estimate ‖A‖ up to (1± τ) relative error
Input: Cycle length q, matrix size n.
Output: (1± τ)-approximation estimator.
1: for i = 1 to N do
2: Uniformly sample a cycle λi of length q.
3: Compute Aλi by Eqn. (26).
4: Compute Z as defined in (27).
5: return Z1/(2q)n.
Proof of Theorem B.3. We show that the cycle estimator approximates ‖A‖ within a (1± τ) relative error.
Let λ = ({is}, {js}) which is chosen uniformly with replacement. Recall that
Aλ =
q∏
`=1
Ai`,j`Ai`+1,j` .
Hence
EAλ = E
[
q∏
`=1
Ai`,j`Ai`+1,j`
]
=
1
n2q
 ∑
i1,i2,...,iq ,j1,j2,...,jq
q∏
`=1
Ai`,j`Ai`+1,j`
 .
Note that (see, e.g., [31]) ∑
i1,i2,...,iq ,j1,j2,...,jq
q∏
`=1
Ai`,j`Ai`+1,j` = ‖A‖2q2q,
and by the assumption on the singular values and the stable rank,
σ1(A)
2q ≤ ‖A‖2q2q ≤ (1 + τ)σ1(A)2q,
provided that q ≥ 12γ ( log srank(A)log(1/τ) + 1), and thus it suffices to take q = Θ( 1γ ).
Therefore, noting that E[Z] = E[Aλ],
E[Z] ≤ 1 + τ
n2q
σ1(A)
2q ≤ 1 + τ, (28)
E[Z] ≥ 1
n2q
σ1(A)
2q ≥ 1
n2q
( ‖A‖2F
srank(A)
)q
≥
(
c2
srank(A)
)q
= exp
(
c1
γ
)
. (29)
We now bound the variance of Aλ. Observe that
Var[Aλ] ≤ E[A2λ] ≤ 1,
because |Ai,j | ≤ 1 for all i, j ∈ [n]. Thus by repeating the procedure N = C1τ2 exp
(
2c1
γ
)
times, we have
Var[Z] =
1
N
Var[Aλ] ≤ 1
10
τ2 exp
(
2c1
γ
)
,
by choosing C1 sufficiently large. It follows from the Chebyshev inequality that
Pr [|E[Z]− Z| > τE[Z]] ≤ Var[Z]
τ2E[Z]2
≤ 1
10
,
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where we have used the lower bound (29). This together with (28) and (29) implies that
Pr
[
(1− τ) 1
n2q
σ1(A)
2q ≤ Z ≤ (1 + τ)2 1
n2q
σ1(A)
2q
]
>
9
10
.
So
Pr
[
(1− τ)σ1(A) ≤ Z1/(2q)n ≤ (1 + τ)σ1(A)
]
>
9
10
.
B.2 Sensing Algorithms
Theorem B.4. Suppose that A is an n× n matrix such that ‖A‖2F = Ω(τn2), ‖A‖∞ ≤ 1 and srank(A) =
O(d). Then Algorithm 11 outputs a value Z, which satisfies (1− τ)‖A‖ ≤ Z ≤ (1+ τ)‖A‖ with probability
at least 0.9. The sketching complexity is O(max{log2(d log(n)/τ), d2 log(n)}/τ2).
Remark 3. The optimality of Theorem B.4 follows from the hard instance in the proof of Theorem 4.7.
Algorithm 11 The sketching/sensing algorithm to estimate ‖A‖ up to (1± τ) relative error
1: Obtain indices Irow, Icol and scaling factors
{√
q
piqrow
}
,
{√
q′
p′iqcol
}
by Algorithm 9 with |Irow| =
|Icol| = O(d log(n)/τ2).
2: Let G and H be Θ(max{log(d log(n)/τ),d}τ ) × O(d lognτ2 ) matrices with i.i.d. N (0, 1) entries. Scale the
columns of G by
{√
q
piqrow
}
and the columns of H by
{√
q′
p′iqcol
}
.
3: Maintain GAIrow,IcolH
>.
4: Compute Y defined in Eqn. (31).
5: return Y τ/(2 log(d log(n)/τ2)).
Before proving Theorem B.4, we introduce a new estimator of operator norm under the sensing model,
which approximates the operator norm by the Schatten-p norm of large p.
Specifically, let A be an n× n matrix. We define a cycle σ to be an ordered pair of a sequence of length
q with p = 2q: λ = ((i1, . . . , iq), (j1, . . . , jq)) such that ir, jr ∈ [k] for all r, ir 6= is and jr 6= js for r 6= s.
Now we associate with λ a scalar
Aλ =
q∏
`=1
Ai`,j`Ai`+1,j` , (30)
where for convention we define that iq+1 = i1. Denote by C the set of cycles. We define
Y =
1
|C|
∑
λ∈C
(GAH>)λ (31)
for even p, where G ∼ G(k, n), H ∼ G(k, n), and k ≥ q. This estimator, akin to that in [28], approximates
the Schatten-p and thus the operator norm, as we shall show below.
Lemma B.5. Suppose that A is a n× n matrix of stable rank at most d. Let k = Θ(max{√nd, log n}) and
Y be the estimator defined in (31). With probability at least 0.9, it holds that (1− τ)‖A‖ ≤ Y τ/(2 log(n)) ≤
(1 + τ)‖A‖. The sketching complexity is O(k2) = O(max{nd, log2 n}).
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Proof of Lemma B.5. We first show that ‖A‖Sp and ‖A‖ differ at most a (1± τ) factor for p = 2dlog(n)/τe.
To see this,
1 ≤
‖A‖pSp
‖A‖p =
σp1(A) + σ
p
2(A) + · · ·+ σpn(A)
σp1(A)
≤ n,
and therefore
1 ≤ ‖A‖Sp‖A‖ ≤ n
1/p ≤ 1 + 1
2
τ.
We now show that the cycle estimator Y 1/p approximates ‖A‖Sp within a (1± 12τ) relative error. We say
that two cycles λ = ({i}, {j}) and τ = ({i′}, {j′}) are (a1, a2)-disjoint if |i∆i′| = 2a1 and |j∆j′| = 2a2,
denoted by |λ∆τ | = (a1, a2). Here ∆ is the symmetric difference. Denote by A = UΣV> the skinny
SVD of A. Let G and H be random matrices with i.i.d. N (0, 1) entries. Note that GAH> is identically
distributed as GΣH> by rotational invariance. Let A˜ be the k × k matrix GΣH>, where k ≥ q. It is clear
that
A˜s,t =
n∑
i=1
σiGs,iHt,i.
Define
Y =
1
|C|
∑
λ∈C
A˜λ.
Let λ = ({is}, {js}). Then
A˜λ =
∑
`1∈[n],...,`q∈[n]
m1∈[n],...,mq∈[n]
q∏
s=1
σ`sσmsGis,`sHjs,`sGis+1,msHjs,ms .
We note that
EY = E A˜λ =
n∑
i=1
σ2qi = ‖A‖pSp .
We now bound the variance of Y . Let τ = ({i′s}, {j′s}). Observe that
EY 2 =
1
|C|2
q∑
a1=0
q∑
a2=0
∑
λ,τ∈C
|λ∆τ |=(a1,a2)
E(A˜λA˜τ ),
where
E(A˜λA˜τ ) =
∑
`1∈[n],...,`q∈[n]
`′1∈[n],...,`′q∈[n]
m1∈[n],...,mq∈[n]
m′1∈[n],...,m′q∈[n]
(
q∏
i=1
σ`iσmiσ`′iσm′i
)
E
(
q∏
s=1
Gis,`sGis+1,msGi′s,`′sGi′s+1,m′s
)
× E
(
q∏
s=1
Hjs,`sHjs,msHj′s,`′sHj′s,m′s
)
.
(32)
For any fixed cycles λ = ({is}, {js}) and τ = ({i′s}, {j′s}) such that |λ∆τ | = (a1, a2), we notice that
E(A˜λA˜τ ) ≤ (2cnd)p‖A‖2pSp , (33)
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for an absolute constant c. To see this, we observe that for the expectation E(A˜λA˜τ ) to be non-zero, we must
have that each appeared G and H in Eqn. (32) repeats an even number of times. Though there are totally n4q
many of configurations for {`s}, {`′s}, {ms} and {m′s}, there are at most n2q3q non-zero terms among the
summation in Eqn. (32). This is because each G and H must have power 2 or 4 by the construction of the
cycle. We know that for each fixed configuration of blocks there are at most n2q free variables, and there are
at most 16q different kinds of configurations of blocks because the size of each block is at most 4. So the
number of non-zero terms is at most (4n)2q. This is true no matter whether there exists some ir, i′s or jr, j′s
such that ir = i′s or jr = j′s. We also claim that for each non-zero term in the summation of Eqn. (32),
E
(
q∏
s=1
Gis,`sGis+1,msGi′s,`′sGi′s+1,m′s
)
· E
(
q∏
s=1
Hjs,`sHjs,msHj′s,`′sHj′s,m′s
)
≤ 25q.
This is because EG2 = EH2 = 1 and EG4 = EH4 = 3. Therefore, for a certain configuration in which
p1, . . . , pw are free variables with multiplicity r1, . . . , rw ≥ 2, the summation in Eqn. (32) is bounded by
4n2q100q
∑
p1,...,pw
σr1p1 · · ·σrwpw ≤ (2n)p‖A‖r1Sr1 · · · ‖A‖
rw
Srw ≤ (2nd)
p‖A‖2pSp ,
where the last inequality follows from the facts that
∑w
i=1 ri = 2p and, by the assumption srank(A) ≤ d,
that ‖A‖Sr ≤ ‖A‖F ≤
√
d‖A‖Sp for any r ≥ 2. Thus we obtain Eqn. (33).
We now bound EY 2. Note that |C| = Θ(kp) and there are(
k
q
)(
q
q − a1
)(
k − (q − a1)
a1
)(
k
q
)(
q
q − a2
)(
k − (q − a2)
a2
)
pairs of (a1, a2)-disjoint cycles, which can be upper bounded by O(10q). Hence
EY 2 =
1
|C|2
q∑
a1=0
q∑
a2=0
∑
λ,τ∈C
|λ∆τ |=(a1,a2)
E(A˜λA˜τ ) ≤ C ′ 1
k2p
q210q(2nd)p‖A‖2pSp ≤ ‖A‖
2p
Sp ,
by the assumption that k = Ω(
√
nd).
It follows that
Var[Y ] ≤ EY 2 ≤ ‖A‖2pSp .
Then by the Chebyshev inequality,
Pr
[∣∣∣‖A‖pSp − Y ∣∣∣ > 12‖A‖pSp
]
≤ Var[Y ]
4‖A‖2pSp
≤ 1
10
,
namely,
Pr
[(
1− 1
2
τ
)
‖A‖Sp ≤ Y 1/p ≤
(
1 +
1
2
τ
)
‖A‖Sp
]
>
9
10
.
This together with the fact that ‖A‖ ≤ ‖A‖Sp ≤ (1 + 12τ)‖A‖ implies that
Pr
[
(1− τ)‖A‖ ≤ Y 1/p ≤ (1 + τ)‖A‖
]
>
9
10
,
as desired. This completes the proof of Lemma B.5.
We are now ready to prove Theorem B.4. Recall that we have shown that by focusing on an O(d logn
τ2
)×
O(d logn
τ2
) submatrix (without sampling it), we can achieve guarantee (25) when ‖A‖2F = Ω(τn2) and
‖A‖∞ ≤ 1. Letting d← c1d and n← O(d lognτ2 ) in Lemma B.5 concludes the proof of Theorem B.4.
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